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"PUBLIC INTEREST DRIFT"

REVISITED: TRACING THE SOURCES
OF SOCIAL CHANGE COMMITMENT
AMONG BLACK HARVARD LAW

STUDENTS
JENtE DESMOND-HARRIS*

Introduction
Each year, the Black Law Students Association ("BLSA") at
Harvard Law School ("HLS") hosts a "3L-send off." It is an end-ofthe-year dinner and awards ceremony, infused with the giddy
excitement that feels the same to twenty-somethings in their final
weeks of law school as it did when they were studious fifth graders
gearing up for summers full of enrichment classes and trips to
sleepaway camp. Welcoming the arrival of Cambridge spring with
cotton dresses and sandals or light colored khakis and bright polo
shirts, the BLSA members who attend the 3L-send off are the image
of a lively and familiar extended family in skin tones from ruddy
pinks to deep browns. During the slideshow that plays during
dinner, they cheer and giggle in recognition of snapshots from their
three years at HLS. Across the screen flash images of parties in
Boston clubs that could easily be freeze-frames from music videos,
sunglass-clad groups of friends on summer ferry rides to Martha's
Vineyard, and library study groups huddled in hooded sweatshirts
at long wooden tables. All are set to the tune of contemporary R&B
. J.D., Harvard Law School, 2006; B.A, Howard University, 2003.
I would
like to thank Professor Lani Guinier for providing inspiration, guidance, and
valuable suggestions. I am also grateful to the many members of the Harvard
Black Law Students Association who took time out of their busy schedules to
participate in this study.
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and rap music timed to evoke energy, enthusiasm, and nostalgia.
When the soul food that is traditional at BLSA events is gone, and
empty glasses of red wine atop the white tablecloths foreshadow
loosened inhibitions, each graduating BLSA member rises in turn to
receive a small gift and takes the podium to address the group with
a farewell message.
At the 3L send-off in the spring of 2005, it took no more than
four or five speeches to expose the source of the lively buzz that
filled the room. The anticipation was not for meaningful careers
that graduates planned to pursue or about the communities or
causes they planned to serve with the hard-earned tool of a law
degree from one of the nation's most prestigious institutions.
Instead, save the one student who conveyed excitement about her
plan to do capital defense work and delivered a heartfelt quote
about the value of service to others, the speeches were characterized
by statements like, "I'm finally out of this place!" Not one student
said, "I finally have the tools to go out and make a difference." Not
one said, "My experience here has inspired me to do something
important with my life." More typical was the message of one soonto-be graduate who raised her glass jokingly and proclaimed, "I'd
like to make a toast. To me!" Another forecasted that he would be
making plenty of money within the next ten years, and encouraged
his classmates to contact him with potential investment
opportunities. The comments were saturated with distaste for HLS
and the HLS experience, and resentment about the graduates'
commitments to work at law firms, tempered only slightly by some
enthusiasm for the high salaries the coming years promised.
Toward the rear of the room, leaning against a folding table that
held the remains of cake inscribed in crimson frosting with
"Congratulations, graduates" and two swiftly melting cartons of ice
cream, four other students and I chatted with Professor Lani
Guinier. Over the outburst of laughter that followed a student's
comically negative assessment of her HLS experience, Professor
Guinier, with a contemplative expression clouding her face and
drawing us closer, asked what we thought of the sentiments
conveyed in the speeches. What, she wondered aloud, was our
reaction to the eagerness to leave HLS among our classmates, and
the lack of enthusiasm about the responsibility and opportunity that
accompanied the degrees they would soon receive? It occurred to
me then that the cynicism about the law and the passivity about
using the Harvard Law degree for social change that seemed to
plague my black classmates had become so familiar that they had
not surprised me. Most of all, I became curious about what was
happening to us at Harvard Law School.
I use the word "us" because I could already predict that I
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would express similar sentiments when I graduated.
This
represented a dramatic departure from the enthusiasm that I had
carried to law school two years earlier. Fresh from Howard
University and an internship at a nonprofit organization dedicated
to fighting housing discrimination, I had had no specific career in
mind, but felt pleasantly seduced by stories of all the "doors" that
HLS would open. I had embraced Dean Elena Kagan's orientation
comments and felt comforted by the idea that having been admitted
to HLS, all that followed would come easily. With these ideas in
mind, I was excited that the education I was about to begin would
lead effortlessly to a career working to solve the issues of racism and
inequality that had preoccupied me for as long as I could remember.
But suddenly, as a 2L, I found myself turning away from all of
those open doors, questioning whether meaningful change could be
made through the law, and tormented by the idea that the justice
that I had always associated with the law seemed to fade in the face
of politics, power, and economic analysis.
I was acutely
disappointed in myself-for not believing in the law, for not
knowing how to best put my education to use, and especially, for
not being driven or inspired enough to figure out how to apply
what I had learned to a career that reflected my passions and values.
Instead, I had accepted the easiest alternative and was on my way to
Washington, D.C. to work as a summer associate at a corporate law
firm.
This personal disappointment became more significant when I
realized that my experience might be representative of the
experiences of my black classmates. I wondered whether it was the
case that black students as a whole were as cynical and passive as I
was about using the law for social change. If so, I wondered
whether there were special causes of this cynicism and passivity
among black students -certain predispositions, higher expectations
for the law, or a particular sensitivity to the subtle messages
communicated by legal pedagogy. If this were true, I thought, the
loss of interest in social change careers during law school among
what could be the called best equipped and most privileged group
in the black community was a true tragedy that required
documentation, explanation, and a solution.
Although the decrease in commitment to pursue social change
careers among the general law school population had already been
studied, I felt that the nature of this phenomenon among black
students called for specific attention. I had personally observed
that, perhaps based on the victories gained during the civil rights
movement, the black community seemed to maintain a special
attachment to the idea that social change could be achieved through
the law, and an accompanying belief that increased numbers of
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educated African Americans would translate into overall
improvements in the well-being of the black community. In fact,
this belief had contributed to my own decision to attend law school.
The contrary idea that the great educational achievement of being
admitted to HLS could actually stifle a black student's drive to work
for social change (rather than empowering that student to "give
back" through legal work) was therefore especially distressing to
me; it suggested that the black community's faith in education and
the law as a vehicle for social change may have been misguided.
Therefore, my impression upon beginning this research was that
any decrease in social change commitment among black HLS
students deserved a specially tailored analysis, partly because of its
implications for whether the black community had embraced a
myth about the potential embodied in the elite legal education of its
highest academic achievers.
Previous studies have compared the careers of black or
minority graduates to white graduates. I was not interested in
comparing the patterns that emerged among black HLS students to
those present among white students or among law students as a
whole. Instead, I chose to evaluate how the career plans of the black
students I surveyed measured up to various theories about the ideal
I then evaluated the
career plans of black HLS graduates.
admissions choices and legal pedagogy responsible for shaping
these patterns accordingly. The theories I employ in this paper to
evaluate the success of HLS in its selection and training of black
attorneys range from historical ideas about the appropriate roles of
black lawyers, to contemporary theories about admissions values, to
HLS's own goals for all of its graduates.
Section I of this paper reviews studies on decreased pubic
interest commitment, or "public interest drift"1 among students at
Harvard Law School and other institutions. Section II outlines
previous studies of the careers of black college and law school
graduates, with a special focus on the rates at which these graduates
choose careers and activities that have qualities in common with my
definition of "social change" careers. Section III presents the results
of my study. Finally, Section IV presents four frameworks for
evaluating HLS admissions and pedagogy in light of the results of
the study and makes suggestions for change.

1. Howard S. Erlanger et. al., Law Student Idealism and Job Choice: Some New Data on
an Old Question, 30 CONTEMP. L. & SOC'Y. REV. 851, 853 (1996) (using data on job
preference before students began their studies and information about their actual first
job taken to demonstrate decreased interest in careers as public defenders or for legal aid
or nonprofit organizations among University of Wisconsin School of Law students, and
referring to this phenomenon as "public interest drift").
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Hypothesis
I hypothesized that black students I surveyed would
overwhelmingly report that they had applied to HLS with great
interest in pursuing social change careers, but that a variety of
factors had caused them to abandon these plans to accept
"traditional" positions with corporate law firms. In other words, I
predicted that a "social change drift" akin to the public interest drift
that has been documented among various groups of law students
was underway among black HLS students, and that the interaction
of the law school experience with the particular ideals and
expectations of black students fueled this drift. This hypothesis was
based on previous research discussed below, on my own experience,
and on anecdotal evidence from conversations with classmates.
I hypothesized that certain factors would emerge as
contributors to black students' cynicism about the use of law to
address social problems. Among these factors would be their newfound awareness of the flexibility of the law, the political nature of
decisions, and the lack of weight given to normative arguments and
social context (particularly when this context was related to race and
class) in legal opinions and arguments. I predicted that the students
would report that they reacted to such realizations about the law by
becoming disillusioned, frustrated, and generally pessimistic about
the likelihood of achieving social justice through the practice of law.
I imagined that they would explain that at the vulnerable moment at
which this realization occurred, distressed by their own skepticism
about the possibility of affecting social change through their careers,
they had submitted to the ever-present and easily attainable option
of large law firm practice.
Because previous research has indicated that the career plans of
students who expect to find an abstract sense of justice in the law
are most dramatically affected by realizations about limitations of
the legal system, I expected my study to reveal that black students'
career plans were especially vulnerable to such insights. 2 I expected
the students I surveyed to report that they had a newly developed
cynicism about the practicality of affecting social change through
the types of careers they had originally expected for themselves. I
further hypothesized that narrative focus group responses would
illustrate that black students were at a loss for what to do with their
law degrees, were passive about what careers that they would
2. ROBERT GRANFIELD, MAKING ELITE LAWYERS: VISIONS OF HARVARD LAW AND

BEYOND 66-69 (1992).
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pursue and would therefore be easily recruited by firms. Finally, I
predicted that they would be troubled by their own disintegrating
social change commitment.
The existence of or significance of educational debt in the career
decisions of black HLS students did not play a role in my hypothesis
or study. Because a student's educational debt is a constant factor of
which each student is aware of before he or she steps foot in a law
school classroom, I did not predict that it would play a role in
decreasing social change commitment over the course of a student's
legal education.
Definition of Terms
I use the terms "social change agenda" and "social change
commitment" in this paper to describe the agendas and
commitments of careers aimed at racial, economic, and
environmental justice, including those that aim to improve the
conditions of marginalized groups. Such work might be focused on
issues of health, hunger, education, homelessness, housing,
employment and labor, immigration, criminal justice, poverty,
human and civil rights, women's issues, and gay and lesbian rights
among others. The definition includes careers involving advocacy,
direct service, community organizing, public policy work, and
professional services.3
I distinguish between the pursuit of a social change agenda as
an individual's primary career focus versus the pursuit of social
change through activities ancillary to an individual's primary career
(such as community involvement, mentoring, volunteering, or pro
bono work). I label the careers designed to promote social change as
"social change careers" and non-career activities designed to
promote social change as "social change work." Previous studies
investigating the status of black graduates have collapsed the type
of "service" or "public interest" work that individuals do in their
primary careers and the activities they do outside of their primary
careers into one category.
This paper does not.
While I
acknowledge the value of social change work, it is important to
separately analyze how many black HLS students plan to dedicate
themselves entirely to pursuing a social change agenda, forsaking
3. I borrow this definition from Brittny-Jade Saunders' investigation of the factors
that made Harvard undergraduate students likely to choose what she called "social
justice oriented careers." See Brittny-Jade Saunders, "The Spirit, The Head and The
Heart:" In Search of the "Social Justice Oriented" Student (Mar. 21, 2003) (unpublished
B.A. thesis, Harvard University) (on file with author).
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other possible careers in the process. In addition, this distinction
reflects my hypothesis that it was an entire career aimed at social
change that many black law students envisioned for themselves
upon admission to law school, rather than a private sector career
augmented by social change work.
The term "social change career" differs intentionally from terms
employed by some of the previous research that I cite in this paper.
Previous studies measure rates of "public interest" or "public
service" careers among various groups. The careers described by
these definitions have much in common with the ones described by
my definition of social change careers, except that they normally
include all public sector work. My definition does not embody all
public sector work because I was not interested in whether black
HLS graduates engaged in careers that could be broadly construed
to serve society, but whether they engaged in careers designed to
change or improve society with a focus on particular social issues.
This, too, was based on the hypothesis that many black students
apply to HLS with the idea that the degree they earn will prepare
them for careers fostering social change.
One of the central questions I investigate in this study is
whether black HLS students, during the three years they spend in
law school, become increasingly cynical and passive about the idea
of pursuing social change agendas through their legal careers. The
definition of cynical I refer to is, "expressing jaded or scornful
skepticism or negativity." 4 The definition of passive I refer to is
"lacking energy or will; tending not to take an active or dominant
part; receptive to outside impressions and influences." 5 In other
words, the study was designed to reveal 1) the extent to which black
students develop jaded and scornful skepticism and negativity
about pursuing social change agendas through their careers; and 2)
the extent to which they lose the will to pursue social change
agendas through their careers, and fail to take an active role in
realizing their potential to do so.
Finally, recognizing that racial identity and the concept of race
itself are controversial and complicated issues, my references to
"black" students simply describe those students who self-identify as
such. This group includes biracial or multiracial students who label
themselves "black."

4. MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 289 (10th ed. 1999).

5. Id. at 849-50.
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Methodology
I began this study by conducting a focus group comprised of 15
BLSA members (five ILs, five 2Ls, and five 3Ls).6 I asked the
students general questions about whether they felt a desire or
obligation to pursue a social change agenda through their legal
careers, whether they planned to do so, and whether the answers to
these questions had changed over the course of their legal
education. I presented them with the conclusions of previous
studies related to decreased social change commritment among law
students and asked whether these resonated with them. The
responses of the focus group participants, though varied, indicated
that there was a basis for the ideas in my hypotheses that many
black HLS students 1) had entered law school with interest in
pursuing social change agendas; 2) currently lacked specific plans to
do so; and 3) planned to work for corporate law firms upon
graduation.
Next, I administered a thirty-two question anonymous
electronic survey to all current BLSA members during the 2005-2006
school year. 7 This survey questioned their motivations for attending
law school, their career plans, their attitudes toward using the law
to pursue a social change agenda, and their analysis of the way their
HLS experience had affected the likelihood that they would do so.
Fifty students, roughly distributed throughout the three classes,
responded to this survey.
I originally intended to compare the responses from 1Ls to the
responses of 3Ls in order to measure the difference in commitment
to pursue a social change agenda over the course of the law school
experience. However, because previous research identifies a change
in attitudes about public interest work during the first year of law
school, I was concerned that the current group of 1Ls would not
represent an appropriate control group because they were already
well into their first semester. I suspected that their views and plans
6. I approached friends and acquaintances informally and asked for their
participation in this group without consideration of their career plans.
7. The electronic survey was available to students subscribing to the Harvard BLSA
listserv, which can be accessed only by current, dues-paying BLSA members. One
hundred thirty of HLS's approximately 150-160 black students were dues-paying BLSA
members during the school year in which the survey was administered. As a result,
black HLS non-BLSA members did not have an opportunity to complete the survey. In
addition, it is possible that those who chose to respond to the survey had different
characteristics or experiences from those who did not. Finally, the students' responses
could have been tainted by their knowledge of the purpose of the survey and by the fact
that the focus groups were not conducted anonymously.
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had already been influenced by legal pedagogy and the HLS
experience at the time I administered the survey. Therefore, I
instead surveyed a group of admitted students to determine pre-law
school ideas about using the law to pursue a social change agenda. I
obtained a list of forty admitted students who had visited the BLSA
table at the HLS organization fair during an orientation weekend for
admitted students, and received fifteen responses to the survey.
Predicting that many current black HLS students would express
that they planned to pursue a social change agenda after working at
a law firm for a period of time, I also surveyed alumni to investigate
whether this plan represented an actual trend among black HLS
grads, and whether current students' potential plans to transition to
social change careers would be realistic. I obtained the email
addresses of sixty alumni attendees at the 2005 Harvard Law School
Celebration of Black Alumni and requested their participation in my
study. I received fourteen responses to a fifteen-question survey
inquiring about how, if at all, their ideas about pursuing a social
change agenda through their legal careers had changed since
leaving HLS.
Finally, I conducted a second set of focus groups in which I
separately interviewed students who planned to pursue social
change careers and those who planned to work in the private
sector. 8 These focus groups served to illustrate and clarify themes
that arose in the study. Students provided narrative responses to
open-ended questions about their reasons for attending law school,
the strength of their initial interest (if any) in pursuing a social
change agenda through their careers, how law school had affected
their ideas about using the law to pursue a social change agenda,
and the characteristics that distinguished them from their HLS
classmates.
Because of the relatively informal nature of this study, the small
sample size, and the potential for bias, I present these results as
speculative indicators of trends among black HLS students. 9 While
the conclusiveness of the results must be considered tentative, they
are significant for understanding the motivations and experiences of
black HLS students. The suggestions I make for changes to HLS
admissions and pedagogy are based on the assumption that the
trends I identify will be confirmed by further research. However,
these recommendations apply even in the case that further research
8. As was the case with the survey respondents, these students were volunteers
who responded to an email to the BLSA listserv requesting their participation. Each of
these students had also completed the survey. Approximately two months passed
between the administration of the electronic survey and the second set of focus groups.
9. Approximately 75% of Harvard's black students were members of BLSA when
this survey was administered. See supra note 7.
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reveals that the trends occur at lower rates than the results of this
study suggest. Finally, this study was limited to HLS for practical
purposes. However, the conclusions reached here are applicable to
an analysis of the plight of black law students in general,
particularly those attending law schools whose admissions policies
and institutional missions resemble those of HLS.
I.

"Public Interest Drift" Among Law Students: History and
Explanations

A. The History of and Explanations for Public Interest Drift
As one author who ultimately chose to practice public interest
law lamented in a memoir of his HLS experience, "Many HLS
students enter law school determined to use the law to promote
liberal ideals and leave three years later to counsel the least socially
progressive elements of our society."" ° This phenomenon of
decreasing public interest commitment over the course of legal
education is well documented, although perfect agreement about its
cause does not exist.
The roots of public interest drift and its implications have
captivated those concerned about legal education for the last several
decades. As early as 1975, a study of students at the University of
California at Davis School of Law presented evidence that legal
education seemed to alter students' very motivation to practice law
over the course of law school, decreasing the importance they
attached to affecting social change.1 Upon entering law school, 37%
of students were motivated by plans to become a "movement,"
"poverty" or "public interest" lawyer. The next year, only 22%
Thirty-two percent of students
named these motivations.' 2
expressed that they were motivated by a desire to "to alleviate social
problems" as 1Ls. By 3L year, only 20% conveyed this sentiment. 1 3
Similarly, the percentage of students motivated by a desire to help

10. RICHARD D. KAHLENBERG, BROKEN CONTRACT: A MEMOIR OF HARVARD LAW

SCHOOL 5 (1992) (detailing the author's experience as a member of the Harvard Law
School Class of 1989, examining how his ideals and those of his classmates changed over
the course of their three years in law school, and chronicling his resistance to the
pressure he perceived to practice corporate law over public interest law).
11. Craig Kubey, Three Years of Adjustment: Where Your Ideals Go, 6 JURIS DR. 34, 34
(1975).
12. Id.
13. See id.
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14
others was 25% among Ls, and only 14% among 3Ls.
Trends related to interest in pro bono work reflect a similar
decrease in altruistic intentions among law students. In a 1978
study, Howard Erlanger and Douglas Klegon revealed a decline in
students' prioritization of pro bono work over the course of law
school.' 5 Twenty-six percent of Ls reported that the opportunity to
do pro bono work after law school was "definitely very important,"
and 28% rated it as "definitely not important." When the same
students reported on their priorities as 3Ls, only 16% rated the
opportunity to do pro bono work as "definitely very important,"
while 56% said it was "definitely not important." 16 A follow-up
study by the same authors twenty years later tracked the actual
careers of the same group of students and noted that while half the
respondents had expressed some interest in "nontraditional careers"
before beginning law study, only 13% actually took a 7job in legal
aid, as a public defender, or in a nonprofit organization.1
A similar study documented a dramatic decrease in students'
interest in public interest jobs over the course of their education at
the University of Denver School of Law.' 8 The author, who
surveyed his own law school class, found that the number of
students interested in public interest work declined by half during
their law school careers-while approximately 33% of the entering
class reported that their fist choice would be a public interest job,
only approximately 17% expressed any interest in such positions by
their 3L year. 19
In a study designed to explain the scarcity of HLS students
pursuing public interest careers, Robert Granfield reported a
perplexing trend with respect to public interest commitment among
students surveyed between the years of 1985 and 1998. He found
that while the majority of students entered law school with some

14. Id. at 36.
15. Howard S. Erlanger & Douglas A. Klegon, Socialization Effects of Professional
School: The Law School Experience and Student Orientations to Public Interest, 13 L. & SOC'Y
REV. 11, 27 (1978) (measuring "public interest drift," or decline in interest in working
with underrepresented groups between entry into law school and graduation, among
students in the University of Wisconsin Law School class of 1976).
16. Id.
17. Erlanger et. al., supra note 1, at 853-55 (characterizing "public interest" as an
interest in broadening the representation of groups and individuals that have been
historically underrepresented in the legal system); see also Erlanger & Klegon, supra note
15, at 12 (describing the positions that fit this definition of public interest as "nontraditional careers" and including for the purposes of the study only three positions: in
legal aid, as a public defender, or in a nonprofit organization).
18. ROBERT V. STOVER, MAKING IT AND BREAKING IT: THE FATE OF PUBLIC INTEREST
COMMITMENT DURING LAW SCHOOL (Howard S. Erlanger ed., 1989).
19. See id. at 13.
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degree of interest in public interest law and actually become more
interested in social change, resolving social problems, and public
service while in law school, most nonetheless planned to begin their
legal careers in large law firms when they graduated. 20 The results
of this study can be interpreted to suggest that interest in social
change and resolving social problems may have little relationship
with students' commitment to choose careers in these areas.
Granfield's study is the most recent one focusing on public
interest drift among HLS students. The Harvard Law School Office
of Public Interest Advising reports that 13% of students from the
class of 2003 are currently employed in public interest jobs, but does
not maintain records of HLS students' desire to do work upon
21
admission to law school for purposes of comparison.
B.

Disengagement from Ideals as a Factor Affecting Public
Interest Commitment

A popular explanation for the decrease in public interest
commitment among law students is that legal education causes
students to disengage from the ideals that originally motivated them
to pursue public interest work and to replace these ideals with those
that are valued and reinforced in legal education. Duncan Kennedy,
in one of the standard critiques of legal education, argues that it
deliberately indoctrinates law students to value the hierarchy of a
law firm over a public interest career.22 Kennedy contends that law
students' ideals are altered by immersion in an exceptionally
competitive environment, deprivation of positive feedback, and
domination by white male professors. 23 Eventually, they come to
accept the idea projected by the environment that helping the poor
or underrepresented
groups
is
"hopelessly
dull
and
24
unchallenging."
Granfield similarly emphasizes the idea of disengagement from
ideals in his study of HLS students. 25 He concludes from the results
of classroom observation, interviews, and questionnaires, that
"during their law schooling, most students replace a justice-oriented
20. GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 42-49.
21. E-mail from Alexa Shabekoff, Assistant Dean, Bernard Koteen Office of Public
Interest Advising, Harvard Law School (Apr. 10, 2006, 03:51 PM EST) (on file with
author).
22. Duncan Kennedy, Legal Education, and the Reproduction of Hierarchy, 32 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 591 (1982).
23. Id. at 602-05.
24. Id. at 601.
25. See GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 52.
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consciousness with a game-oriented consciousness," and that legal
pedagogy is at fault for this transition and the resulting aversion to
26
public interest careers.
Specifically, Granfield suggests that legal pedagogy promotes a
set of legal concepts and vocabulary that separate students from the
social concepts that fueled their public interest or altruistic
commitments. 27 In addition, students are required to make legal
arguments rather than ideological or substantive arguments, and to
search for and identify similarities between dissimilar fact patterns.
A sense of cynicism about the law results.28 As students adapt to
this new way of thinking, Granfield argues, they come to believe
that it is superior to, and more appropriate for a lawyer than their
previous way of thinking and the more radical and public interest
oriented beliefs that may have accompanied it.29 When students
accept this idea of superiority, they are likely to "develop a
collective eminence: the view that they are members of a distinct
group and occupy a privileged position within society," and to
come to believe that high paying careers in the private sector are
30
most appropriate for them.
There are alternative explanations for the decrease in public
interest comnutment among law students, and among HLS students
in particular. One such theory is that students are not empowered
by a sense of "collective eminence" during law school, but rather
become so insecure, disengaged, and unmotivated over the course
of legal education that even previously public interest oriented
students find themselves mindlessly seeking the validation offered
by employment at a large law firm.31 According to this view, the
decrease in confidence and commitment to goals among law
students can be attributed to the intense competition, lack of
positive reinforcement, and questioning of intelligence and ability
that characterize the Harvard Law School experience. 32 The author
of a Harvard Law Review Note presenting this position argues that
students come to believe that their personal identity and beliefs are
irrelevant in the law school context. The process is described as

26. Id. at 52-53.
27. Id. at 53
28. See id. at 61.
29. See id. at 83.
30. Id. at 125.
31. See generally Note: Making Docile Lawyers: An Essay on the Pacification of Law
Students, 111 HARV. L. REV. 2027 (1998) (responding to Granfield's theories about the
sources of public interest drift during law school and offering the alternative explanation
that disengagement from public interest goals is a reaction to the psychological stress of
the HLS environment).
32. Id.
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follows:
[T]his detachment promotes an alternate identity... [By] the end
of first semester, it can be difficult for students to remember why
law school had seemed to be such a great way to keep their
options open. The seeds are planted early so that later, when
students start down the corporate track, the journey, although
a
path not actively chosen, seems natural and even inevitable.33
Resignation and insecurity resulting from the trauma of the law
school experience are therefore labeled as the culprits for decreased
public interest commitment, as they make students doubt the career
choices available to them and their ability to chart their own career
paths. 34
C. Gender as a Factor Affecting Public Interest Drift
Scholars interested in the experience of female law students
have paid particular attention to how this experience informs their
commitment to public interest work. The themes that arise from
these studies suggest that women are disproportionately interested
in public interest work, but may also be especially vulnerable to the
factors that cause public interest drift.
Adam Neufield, in an analysis of a 2003 study of women's
experience at HLS, reported that while women pursued public
interest work in higher rates than men did, men and women
differed in terms of the qualities they valued in their potential
careers. 35 Forty-one percent of women versus 22% of men in the
study he analyzed selected "helping others," as an important aspect
of their career; women were significantly more likely than men to
choose "advancing ideological goals;" and women were less likely
to choose "high salary." 36 Neufield also found that women were
less likely than men were to experience a change in goals over the
course of law school. 37
Granfield's 1995 study of HLS students found that women's
experience in law school and the value they attached to various
forms of legal practice depended heavily on the values they had

33. Id. at 2032 (citations omitted).
34. See id. at 2042.
35. Adam Neufield, Costs of an Outdated Pedagogy? Study on Gender at Harvard Law
School, 13 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 511, 557 (2003).
36. Id.
37. Id. at 515.
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when they entered law school. 38 While women reported that they
had become "more radical" while in law school at more often than
their male classmates, the extent to which they valued public
interest work was largely a function of whether they had entered
law school for "career reasons" or "social justice purposes," with
those who entered law school for social justice purposes evaluating
public interest careers more favorably. 39 Stover made similar
findings at Denver. He found that 28% of women versus 9% of men
said they would be interested in a public interest job when asked an
open-ended question about their preferred initial full-time job.40
Women also scored higher than men on a survey that asked them
how important opportunities for professional altruism would be to
them in the job they accepted immediately after law school. 41
Erlanger found a moderate version of this relationship between
gender and public interest commitment. Among the students he
surveyed who expressed an interest in public interest work before
law school, 28% of women and 15% of men did actually accept a
public interest position as their first job upon graduation.42
In contrast, other research suggests that the decrease in
confidence and alienation from prior values that scholars have
blamed for the decrease in public interest commitment in the
general population of law students are even more problematic
among female law students. A 1990 multi-method study comparing
male and female students at University of Pennsylvania School of
Law on a number of variables noted a dramatic decrease in the
social justice commitment of women law students over the course of
their law school experience. 43 The authors of the study found that
women reacted in very different ways to traditional legal pedagogy
and the law school environment than their male classmates, and that
a disproportionate number of the women who were committed to
social justice and public interest work upon admission to law school
38. See GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 95.
39. Id. at 96, 102; see also id. at 105 ("[M]any career-oriented women in this sample,
compared to those who entered law school with interests in social justice, tended to
undervalue such low status legal areas as poverty law.., while a full three-quarters of
those women who entered law school for humanistic reasons found poverty law to be
fulfilling, only one-half of the career women offered this evaluation."); but see Guinier et
al., infra note 43, at 3 (finding that the career plans of women law students at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Law began with higher rates of interest in public
interest work than their male counterparts and experienced a more dramatic decrease in
public interest commitment over the course of their law school experience).
40. See STOVER, supra note 18, at xxii.
41. See id.
42. Erlanger et al., supra note 1, at 857.
43. Lani Guinier et al., Becoming Gentlemen: Women's Experiences at One Ivy League
Law School, 143 U. PA. L. REV. 1 (1994).
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"[left] law school with corporate ambitions and some indications of
mental health distress." 44 Women (in addition to some men of
color) reported feeling alienated from the backgrounds, passions,
and community-based identities that had fueled their commitment
45
to work for social justice.
These experiences among women and their impact on career
choices have inspired scholarly suggestions for change to legal
pedagogy. Adrienne Stone argues that women's experiences with
law school enhance the overall understanding of how law school
affects public interest commitment. 46 She proposes that law school
professors embrace "emotional impulses such as concern for the
underprivileged or empathy with a social or political cause" that
women have often felt "devalued" for bringing to the law school
classroom. 47 Stone argues that women's experience in law school
should serve as a warning to those who are concerned with public
interest drift. According to this view, trends among women
demonstrate that students who come to law school because of a
belief in a social or political cause are discouraged by the "large
helpings of careful analytical thinking" that they find in the law
school classroom, and are at risk for abandoning their public interest
commitments. 48
D. Economic Background as a Factor Affecting Public Interest
Drift
The financial resources and background of a law student may
be among the factors that determine initial interest in public interest
work and the likelihood that this interest will survive law school.
Granfield documented the change in public interest commitment
among working-class students at HLS and found high rates of
interest in public interest work and public interest drift among this
group. 49 While 63% of 3Ls from working-class backgrounds
44. Id.
45. Id. at 52 (clarifying that "community-based identities" refers to identifies based
on gender, race, culture, background or politics).
46. Adrienne Stone, The Public Interest and the Power of the Feminine Critique of Law
School: Women's Empowerment of Legal Education and Its Implication on the Fate of Public
Interest Commitment, 5 AM. U. J.GENDER & L. 525, 526 (1997).
47. Id. at 548.
48. Id. at 548-49.
49. See GRANFIELD, supra note 2, 120-23 (finding that the majority of HLS students
from working-class backgrounds originally intended to use their careers to promote
social justice, but that many became uncertain about the idea of promoting social justice
through legal careers and pursued careers in private practice).
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reported that their desire to engage in social justice work had
increased over the course of law school, the majority of these
students confessed in interviews that they had become less certain
about the feasibility of doing so. 50 Accordingly, many became
increasingly interested in law firm employment, with almost all 3L
working-class students accepting jobs with large law firms (while
only 40% had expressed an interest in large law firm work during
their first year of law school). 51 Significantly, Granfield found that
most working-class students were able to rationalize this transition
by changing their own definitions of social justice work to
definitions that made this agenda consistent with large firm
employment. 52
Erlanger found a relationship between parents' income (used as
a proxy for students' social class) and public interest commitment in
the study of Wisconsin Law School Class of 1976. He concluded,
"[O]nly students from more comfortable backgrounds can afford to
take a nontraditional job." 53 This was based on data indicating that
more students from wealthy families than from less-wealthy
families took nontraditional jobs after graduation. 54
In agreement with these results is evidence that debt may also
be a consideration affecting students' likelihood of pursuing public
interest careers. Fifty-eight percent of the students Granfield
surveyed said debt was an important consideration in the type of
job they would pursue 55 Erlanger, however, found no significant
difference in public interest commitment between students with
different levels of educational debt. 56
E.

Personal Ideals and Political Orientation as Factors Affecting
Public Interest Drift

The extent to which law students idealize the law and look to
the law itself for inspiration may affect their susceptibility to public
interest drift. Granfield's study indicated that, in addition to gender
and economic background, students' pre-law school conception of
50. See id. at 120.
51. Id.
52. See id.
53. Erlanger et al., supra note 1, at 858.
54. Id.
55. GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 151.
56. See Erlanger et al., supra note 1, at 858 (finding that the ten students in the study
with the highest expected debt were least likely to take public interest jobs but that the
eleven students in the study with mid-range debt were the most likely to take a public
interest job).
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the law affected their ability to remain committed to a public
interest agenda. His results suggested that an initial cynicism about
the law might protect students from unrealistic expectations about
what could be accomplished through the legal system and from57
being disappointed when they learned of the flaws in this system.
Three main qualities characterized students he surveyed who
remained committed to public interest lawyering: They 1) did not
expect to find an abstract sense of justice in the law, 2) realized that
the law contributed to structural inequality, and 3) had religious or
spiritual commitments that fueled their interest in public interest
lawyering, and saw the law simply as a "tool" for accomplishing
58
their goals.
Erlanger found that among the University of Wisconsin School
of Law students who initially expressed an interest in nontraditional
jobs, political orientation and prior political activism were among
the strongest predictors of which students went on to accepted a
public interest job after graduation. 59 Of the students who initially
expressed interest in public interest careers, none of those who
identified their mother's political orientation as "conservative" went
on to take a public interest job upon graduation. With respect to
their own political orientation, 29% of the students who identified
themselves as "left-liberal" or "radical" took public interest
positions upon graduation, while none of the students who
identified themselves as "moderate conservative" or "middle of the
road" did so. 60 However, the strongest single predictor of whether a
student would take a public interest job immediately out of law
school-more significant than political orientation or even level of
interest in pursuing a public interest career before law school -was
whether the student had participated in at least one political student
demonstration in college. Thirty-five percent of students who had
participated in a demonstration during college accepted public
interest jobs upon graduation, and all students who ultimately chose
public interest jobs had participated in at least one political activity
61
or demonstration during college.

57. GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 69.
58. Id. at 66-69.
59. See Erlanger et al., supra note 1, at 859-61 (finding that the other factor identified
in the study as strongly affecting students' likelihood of beginning their careers in public
interest jobs was the level of "subcultural support" for pursuing public interest careers
that they enjoyed during law school).
60. Id. at 859.
61. Id.
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Exposure to Support for Public Interest Work as a Factor
Affecting Public Interest Drift

The extent to which a student surrounds him- or herself with
individuals and organizations supportive of his or her interest in
pursuing a public interest career can affect whether this interest is
maintained and translated into a post-graduation position. Stover
found in his study of University of Denver law students that
students found support for public interest commitment through
their work in a legal clinic, the National Lawyer's Guild, and
internships for public-interest organizations. He theorized that
these activities provided an essential supplement to the support that
was lacking from the general law school culture, in which, "[w]hile
the norm [of professional altruism] was not openly disparaged,
direct expressions of support for the professional obligation to serve
the disadvantaged were, with few exceptions, limited to ritualistic
invocations at ceremonial celebrations." 62
Granfield similarly found, "those few students who chose legal
jobs working for the poor, the working class, and other social causes
[were those who] remained committed to their beliefs," and that
they accomplished this through "[a]ssociating with other students
who possessed these ideals" and with a "community of
opposition." 63 In this study, working class students in particular
depended on support from outside the law school environment to
maintain their commitment to social justice work. 64
Erlanger's data was consistent with the idea that students'
involvement in law school subcultures supportive of public interest
employment is important to the maintenance of a commitment to
such employment. Nearly 25% of the students who expressed
interest in a public interest career before law school and went on to
pursue public interest careers reported that they had participated in
the Center for Public Representation, the Community Law Office, or
65
the Legal Assistance to Inmates Program during law school.
Erlanger interpreted these results to suggest that students may be
unable to maintain commitments to public interest work without the
support of organizations and activities reflecting their values.
However, the results could also be understood to reflect the
tendency of students who begin law school with an unfaltering
commitment to public interest to become involved in such activities.

62.
63.
64.
65.

STOVER, supra note 18, at 105.
GRANFIELD, supra note 2, at 70-71.
Id. at 120.
Erlanger et al., supra note 1, at 861.
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G. Race as a Factor Affecting Public Interest Drift
Public interest drift among black students has not been
documented or examined to the extent that it has among the general
population, female students, working class students, and students
with particular ideologies. However, indications exist that the law
school experiences of students of color (a category that includes
other racial minority groups in addition to black students) may track
those of women on certain variables. For example, Guinier links the
experience of men of color to women in her analysis of the
University of Pennsylvania Law School study findings reflecting
that men of color, as well as women, "enter law school with a zeal
for public interest work, but end up by having opted out for
corporate or private sector employment" and both groups "indicate
that law school is a moment in their professional socialization in
which their political and professional identities become 'zippered'
with legal perspectives internalized as neutral professionalism." 66
The theory that the disregard of community-based identities leads to
decreased public interest commitment might have special
significance for black students. Ifblack students are especially likely
to have strong community-based identities and resulting social
causes about which they are passionate, they, like women, may be at
an especially high risk for losing their commitment to pursue public
interest work.
In addition, Erlanger's findings on the relationship between
parent's income and decision to pursue public interest careers
suggest that financial considerations could inform black HLS
students' career choices. If black students frequently come from
lower-income families and are burdened with high levels of debt,
these factors may influence the rates at which they choose public
interest careers. However, if we assume that black students are
more likely than their white counterparts to have liberal political
views, Erlanger's results would suggest that they are among the
most likely to maintain a commitment to public interest work.
Although not a study on law students, one examination of the
extent to which race affected college undergraduate's plans to
pursue social justice careers found no strong correlation between
whether black students felt a "linked fate" with other blacks and the
likelihood that they would pursue social justice careers. 67
66. Guinier et al., supra note 43, at 52.
67. Saunders, supra note 3, at 9 (using the term "consciousness of inevitability" to
refer to the quality students are trained to develop that compels them to disregard social
problems by adopting the belief that fundamental social change is unrealistic). Among
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II. Career Choices of Black College and Law School
Graduates
A. Public Service Careers and "Giving Back" Among Black
College and Law School Graduates
Although no research thus far has analyzed the extent to which
black law school graduates pursue careers that are consistent with
the definition of social change careers as distinct from social change
work that I use in this paper, several studies have explored the career
paths of black college and law school graduates. Many of these
focus on the extent to which these individuals engage in activities
which can be loosely labeled as "giving back," whether this takes
the form of careers in public service, pro bono work associated with
these careers, volunteering, civic involvement, or leadership that
takes place outside of the workplace. 68 Nearly all come to
conclusions indicating a higher propensity for "giving back" among
black graduates than among whites. These results have played a
key role in debates about affirmative action.
In a study designed to support affirmative action in college
admissions by demonstrating the success of black graduates on a
number of measures, William Bowen and Derek Bok surveyed the
graduates of twenty-eight selective colleges and universities who
had graduated between 1976 and 1989. They concluded that
minority graduates of selective colleges and universities were as
successful as white graduates according to a variety of criteria. 69
Findings with regard to "civic participation and satisfaction" are
most significant for this paper. The black graduates surveyed were
"more likely than the control group to participate in professional
and trade associations, college-related functions such as fundraising and students recruitment, cultural and arts activities, and
environmental and conservation programs." 70 They were also more
the author's most interesting observations was that students planning to pursue social
justice careers espoused a belief in the possibility of change rather than subscribing to a
"consciousness of inevitability."
68. According to the definition I use in this paper, pro bono work and volunteering,
civic involvement, and leadership that take place outside of the workplace are defined as
"social justice work" versus "social justice careers."
69. WILLIAM G. BOWEN & DEREK BOK, THE SHAPE OF THE RIVER: LONG TERM
CONSEQUENCES OF CONSIDERING RACE IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS 157

(1998).
70. See id.
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likely than were their white classmates to take on leadership roles in
the civic endeavors in which they engaged. 71 Black men were
especially likely to be involved in activities related to community
72
service, social service, and organizations serving youth.
A study expanding upon Bowen and Bok's research to
determine the effects of attending an elite law school on minority
students found that minority law school graduates were more
successful than their white counterparts in doing service work. 73
The study, using a survey administered in 1997-1998, focused on
minority (African American, Hispanic, and Native American)
graduates of Michigan Law School from the class of 1970 through
the class of 1996 and compared the results to a random sample of
Michigan's white alumni. The authors concluded that minority
alumni participated in such activities as mentoring young attorneys,
community leadership, pro bono work, and community service
(defined as "unremunerated public service, like serving on the
board of at least one civil rights, charitable, or religious, or nonprofit
org, participating in electoral politics or issue-oriented, non-electoral
politics") at higher rates than white alumni. 74
David Wilkins' 2002 study of black HLS graduates yielded
similar results. 75 Wilkins found that black HLS alumni were
especially active in civic and community organizations. In fact, he
reported that more than half (56%) of black Harvard graduates in
law firms and other private workplaces had assumed leadership
roles in civic or community organizations (a percentage significantly
higher than the percentage of private practitioners occupying such
positions in the bar as a whole). 76 Nine percent of black Harvard
graduates in the study began their careers in public interest or legal
service organizations. 77 This percentage was notably higher than
the average for all Harvard graduates (3% in 1998).78

71. See id. at 167.
72. See id. at 158.
73. Richard 0. Lempert et al., "From the Trenches to the Towers:" Law School Affirmative
Action: An Empirical Study of Michigan's Minority Graduates in Practice: The River Runs
through Law School, 25 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 395, 401 (2000).
74. See id. at 453-55.
75. DAVID B. WILKINS, ET AL., HARVARD LAW SCHOOL: REPORT ON THE STATE OF

BLACK ALUMNI 1869-2000 (2002) (reporting on the results of a survey of 656 black
Harvard Law School graduates conducted in 2000).
76. See id. at 34.
77. David Wilkins Doing Well By Doing Good? The Role of Public Service in the Careersof
Black CorporateLawyers, 41 HOUSTON LAW REVIEW 1, 12 (2004).
78. Id.
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Explanations for Higher Community Involvement Among
Minority Graduates

The authors of the University of Michigan study go on to
propose an explanation for the higher community involvement of
minority graduates. They suggest that, 1) minority attorneys are
more likely than white attorneys to feel an obligation to help the less
fortunate in society, 2) minority attorneys receive more requests for
service and community involvement than white attorneys, and 3)
ethnicity can be seen as a criterion for certain forms of service,
particular those oriented toward serving a particular racial or ethnic
group.

79

Another explanation proposed in response to this study traces
the service commitment of black law school graduates back to their
law school experiences. This view suggests that minority law
students (because of comparably low test scores and low
expectations from professors) may direct their energy toward
service activities as they disengage from the classroom experience,
creating habits that minority students maintain after graduation. 80
David Wilkins' explanation for the higher rates of service
among black law school graduates attributes it to motivations that
are more selfish.81 Wilkins challenges the traditional argument for
black lawyer's high rates of public service work, arguing that they
may see in public service work an opportunity that will benefit their
careers in the private sector. He presents evidence that black
lawyers gain experience, visibility, and contacts through public
service work that are difficult for them to attain elsewhere. 82
C. Significance of Higher Community Involvement Among
Minority Lawyers
The statistics demonstrating the success of minority graduates
in terms of service to society have been applied to support
affirmative action, as they demonstrate that students of color
admitted under affirmative action satisfy the goals of the
institutions they attend as well as or better than students admitted
under traditional admissions polices. 83 These statistics have also
79. Lempert et al., supra note 73, at 499.
80. Lani Guinier, Confirmative Action, 25 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 565,575 (2000).
81. Wilkins, supra note 77, at 20-30.
82. Id. at 20.
83. See generally BOWEN & BOK, supra note 69 (finding that minority graduates of
selective colleges and universities were as successful as white graduates according to a
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provided the basis for an argument that admissions policies should
be overhauled to admit more minority students because minority
graduates admitted under affirmative action policies have been
more successful than their white counterparts on measures
including service and community involvement. 84 According to this
view, the success of minority graduates demonstrates that
"affirmative action should not be understood simply as a race-based
exception to the general admission rule of rank ordering test scores
and grades. Instead, it is an experiment that succeeded so well at
the University of Michigan Law School it might be used to rethink
85
how that law school admits everyone."
III. Study Results

A. Black HLS Students Are Passive But Not Cynical About
Pursuing Social Change Careers
The results of this survey approximately reflected established
trends in rates of public interest commitment upon graduation.
Seventy-eight percent of students surveyed planned to work for a
law firm or partnership upon graduation or after a clerkship.
Among 3Ls, only three out of the twenty surveyed (15%) reported
that they planned to work in a public interest position of some kind,
reflecting Wilkins' findings that black HLS graduates work in public
interest at slightly higher, (although still low) rates compared to all
HLS graduates.8 6
While results detailing rates of public interest commitment are
significant, more relevant for the focus of this paper are those
revealing the causes of these low rates among black students. I
hypothesized that black HLS students would report that they had
become increasingly cynical during law school about the prospects
of successfully affecting social change through their careers, and
variety of criteria, including participation and leadership in civic activities. In particular,
black graduates in the sample were much more likely to take on leadership roles in these
activities and arguing that this data supports the use of race in college admissions);
Lempert et al., supra note 73 (concluding that minority graduates of the University of
Michigan Law School were as successful as their white counterparts and arguing that
these data support the use of race in law school admissions).
84. See generally Gumier, supra note 80.
85. Id. at 566.
86. The Harvard Law School Office of Public Interest Advising reports that
approximately 13% of HLS students from the class of 2003 worked in public interest
positions upon graduation.
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that this cynical perspective would manifest itself in a passive
attitude toward affecting social change through legal work. The
results suggest otherwise. Both statistical and narrative responses
indicate that black students who choose careers in the private sector
are not cynical about using their legal careers to pursue a social
change agenda.
Instead, current HLS students surveyed overwhelmingly
believed in the use of the legal system to address the problems of
the black community and other social problems. A full 98% agreed
or strongly agreed with the statement, "The practice of law is an
effective tool for pursuing a social change agenda," and 92% agreed
that the practice of law was an effective tool for serving the black
community. Most students disagreed or strongly disagreed with the
statement, "The problems that exist in the black community are
social rather than legal; the practice of law is not the best tool for
serving the black community." This statement was designed to
embody a cynical view of social change careers, as it reflects the
sentiment that an attempt to use the law to address complex social
problems would be futile. Under another interpretation, it could
represent an attempt to resolve the cognitive dissonance
experienced by students uncomfortable with their decision not to
pursue social change careers. However, few students agreed with it.
The responses to the question "Wealth and politics underlie legal
decisions; accumulating wealth would allow me to do more for the
issues that I care about than would a career in public interest law"
yielded more nebulous results: 28% strongly agreed with this
statement, 26% agreed, 30% strongly disagreed, 8% disagreed, and
8% had no opinion. These statistics suggest a slight sense of
cynicism about the utility of the law for social change (at least
compared to the utility of wealth), but certainly not a consensus or
strongly predominant view among black students on this topic. If
there were any remaining doubt that black HLS students believe it is
possible to affect a social change agenda through their careers, a full
72% (nearly the same percentage as those planning to work for law
firms) reported that they did feel a desire or a sense of responsibility
to pursue such an agenda.
These results represent a puzzling discrepancy between the
students' attitudes about using their careers to pursue a social
justice agenda and their actual plans to apply these attitudes
through their careers. The high rates of enthusiasm among black
HLS students for pursuing a social change agenda are not reflected
in these students' career choices. Overall, they fail to translate their
overall faith in the legal system as a vehicle for social change into
career plans. These results suggest that black HLS students are
passive rather than cynical about the idea of pursuing a social
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change agenda through their careers - they believe this is possible,
but fail to make plans to do so.
I imagined a possible resolution to this apparent discrepancy
between students' belief in the law as a tool for social change and
their plans to work in the private sector. Perhaps black HLS
students imagined that they would apply their enthusiasm for
solving social problems at a later point in their careers, after a brief
stint at a law firm. In fact, certain results did suggest that law
students might have indefinite plans to transition to social changeoriented careers. For example, most (94%) of students planned to
remain at the job they accepted immediately after graduation or a
clerkship for only one to five years, and 78% predicted that they
would practice in the setting in which they practiced immediately
after graduation for only one to six years (with 60% of these
choosing one to five years). In addition, responses to the question,
"[W]hat percentage of your legal career will be dedicated to the
pursuit of a social change agenda?" were spread relatively evenly
between "Less than 10%" and "76-100%, with the highest
percentage of students (25%) reporting that they would dedicate 5175% of their careers to pursuing a social change agenda."8 7
Based on these results, I theorized that perhaps the students I
surveyed were not passive about pursuing social change agendas,
but simply planned to do so at a later point in their careers. After
all, my survey did not inquire into exactly how students envisioned
their career trajectories, and when, if at all, they planned to
transition to a social change oriented career. However, three
elements of the study suggest that, even if students do have such
plans, they are unlikely to be widespread or realistic. First, when
questioned in focus groups, students who planned to work for law
firms upon graduation or after a clerkship did not express the
ultimate career goal of pursuing a social change agenda. Second,
the alumni surveyed did not reveal alumni more actively pursuing
social change careers in the years after graduation. On the contrary,
it revealed increasing prioritization of wealth, security, and
independence among alumni - qualities not characteristic of social
change careers. Among current students, the most frequently
chosen responses to the question, "What three factors are highly
important to you in a law-related job?" were: 1) intellectual
stimulation, 2) ability to have influence in the community 3) ability
to earn a high income, 4) opportunity to be of service to society, and
87. This question was designed to reveal what percentage of their legal career
students planned to spend in positions dedicated entirely to social change ("social
change careers"). However, it is possible that students interpreted the scope of this
question to include time spent on social change work outside of their careers.
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5) opportunity to serve underrepresented groups. Among alumni,
the five most frequently chosen responses were less compatible with
social change careers. They were: 1) intellectual stimulation 2)
independence 3) ability to earn a high-income 4) ability to balance
career and family, and 5) opportunity to be of service to society.
Among alumni, "opportunity to be of service to society" received
far fewer responses than the other choices (54% of alumni reported
that this was among their top three priorities, while over 70%
reported that each of the other factors was among their top three
priorities). Therefore, the idea that the ability to affect social change
increases among black HLS alumni in the years after graduation is
likely inaccurate.
Third, the most resounding response of alumni, when
questioned about how their views about pursuing a social change
agenda had changed over the course their legal careers, was that
they had become more inclined to believe this work could be
accomplished through the private sector. In response to the
question, "How, if at all, have your ideas about using your legal
career to pursue a social justice agenda or serve the black
community changed since you graduated from HLS?" examples of
such alumni responses included:
I have learned that it is possible to pursue a social justice agenda
in any setting, whether it is in the public or private sector. The
important thing is to do your job well in any setting that you are
in. That alone will go a long way in establishing a solid
foundation of black leadership in the law that will support a social
justice agenda for the black community.
I have discovered that corporate influence drives the public
agenda as much as political or community factors, so I try to
leverage my corporate position to effect positive change.
Other alumni expressed that their views and plans had changed
very little, or not at all, since graduating from HLS. Responses in
this vein included:
I did not attend HLS with any idea that I would be using my legal
education to pursue a social justice agenda. The level of debt that
I had to amass just would not/will not allow [sic]. While I feel a
certain sense of obligation to contribute to my community
culturally and at some point financially, I do not anticipate doing
it through the legal profession.
I have consistently believed that it is important to use my law
degree to achieve social justice. The benefits and satisfaction I
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have derived from my work experience (and my observations of
other lawyers' experiences inside and outside the public interest
arena) have affirmed my beliefs.
Those who reported a change in their ideal careers since
graduating from HLS often mentioned that, through their careers,
issues besides the ability to affect social change work had taken
priority:
I have always had the desire, and until I had kids, I was able to do
pro bono work, and belong to a lot of organizations. But I find it
much more difficult to do that now.
After spending 10 years as a public defender making a small
salary, and now having children and a family to support, money
is much more important to me right now.
Area of interest is primary. Money considerations are to be
balanced with need for daily stimulation and interest in subject of
daily work.
I no longer practice law but I work on my social change agenda in
other ways and try to impact lawyers to do the same.
The only change has been that as I have become more
experienced, my salary hopes and expectations have grown
accordingly.
Now that I have a family, being able to strike an appropriate
work/family balance is my number one goal. (It's been seven
years since I had my kids, and I still have not achieved that goal!)
Overall, alumni responses lack any indication that black HLS
graduates become increasingly committed to social change in the
years after graduation. Therefore, the fact that many students say
they plan to change careers within years of their initial position does
not ameliorate the passivity embodied by the fact that so few are
committed to pursuing social change work immediately upon
graduation. It should not be taken as an indicator that law students
have a concrete plan to pursue a social change agenda that they
simply have put on hold for a few years, or that they will develop
this plan in the years following their graduation. What begins as a
passive attitude toward social change careers during law school (an
interest in social change without any corresponding plans to pursue
a compatible career) seems to transform among alumni into an
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attitude that rationalizes and justifies the absence of a social change
agenda. In conclusion, the plan to work in the private sector after
graduation represents an attitude about the pursuit of a social
change agenda that is unlikely to become more enthusiastic.
B.

Many Black HLS Students Are Passive About Pursuing Social
Change Careers Upon Admission to HLS; Passivity is Not the
Result of Legal Pedagogy

The law school experience and legal pedagogy may not be the
source of passivity about pursuing a social justice agenda among
black HLS students. Survey results indicate that passivity toward
pursuing a social change agenda that is associated with employment
in the private sector was present among many students upon
admission to law school. Those students who were strongly
committed to pursuing a social change agenda upon admission
reported that they were able to maintain this commitment over their
three years at HLS; it was those who were relatively passive about
this goal (in other words, those who were merely "open to" or
"interested in" pursuing a social change agenda) upon admission
who found themselves planning to work for large law firms.
I hypothesized that black students would overwhelmingly
report that they had arrived at HLS highly motivated to pursue
social change agenda, and that this motivation had faded. My
results showed quite the opposite-in fact, 68% disagreed or
strongly disagreed with the following statement: "During law
school, my enthusiasm for pursuing a social change agenda/the
likelihood that I will pursue a social change agenda immediately
upon graduation/after a clerkship has decreased."
Statistics on why black students came to law school similarly
disputed my vision of black law students arriving at HLS
committed to pursue a social change agenda. They indicated that
many black students (a similar percentage to that which explicitly
planned to work in the private sector) were passive about pursuing
a social change agenda upon their admission to HLS. In response to
the question "What were your reasons for going to law school?" the
most popular responses among current HLS students were 1)
"intellectual stimulation and training" (with 68% of students placing
this among their top three reasons for going to law school); 2)
"prestige of profession" (66%); and 3) "unable to find a satisfactory
job without graduate degree" (64%). "Opportunity to serve the
black community" fell slightly behind these three choices, with 62%
of respondents selecting it among their top three reasons for
applying to law school.
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Narrative responses in focus groups confirmed that, of the
many black students who planned to work in the private sector,
most had no illusions when they were admitted to law school about
serving black community, serving society, or serving other
underrepresented groups. When asked, "Why did you come to law
school and what legal career did you envision when you came to
law school?" there was a stark difference in responses regarding
motivation to attend law school and expectations for law school
between the few students who planned social change careers and
the many who did not. Students who planned to pursue a social
change agenda through their careers reported that they had
possessed a focused commitment to pursue such an agenda when
they applied. Responses included:
I came to law school because I saw a legal education as an
opportunity for me to bridge the gap between the haves and the
have-nots. I felt like part of the problem in the African American
community was a lack of understanding of the law and I saw
myself as a catalyst, intermediary, and advocate who would come
back and impart that knowledge to the community. (3L, social
change career)
When I was younger in an interracial, interfaith family I grew up
with an understanding of discrimination in society so I knew from
a very young age that I wanted to do something to correct that. In
college, I got a fellowship with a civil rights organization and
everyone who I encountered had a law degree and thought it was
necessary to arm yourself with the knowledge associated with a
law degree in order to do meaningful civil rights work. I realize
that courts are not only the only vehicles for social change, but
they have historically been very important, and the message I got
from the people I met in the civil rights movement was that this
would be a very important tool. So that was the only reason I
came to law school. I knew for sure what kind of work I wanted
to do, and I knew that the tool of a law degree was a must for that
work." (2L, social change career)
I was committed to doing antidiscrimination work when I came to
law school and the subject matter in law school reiterated that.
I've begun to consider policy work, versus impact litigation, but I
was already committed to doing civil rights work. (2L, social
change career)
Criminal justice is what I knew I wanted to do (on the defense
side) because I have a family member who is in jail and has been
for the past thirty-three years, and I have always known about
racial injustice in the criminal justice system. That was my
motivation and it stuck with me. (2L, social change career)
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I wanted to do something that would allow me to interact with
people in the community and what came to mind was being a
lawyer. When I envisioned [what] I would do, it was civil rights,
thinking about individuals like Thurgood Marshall. I thought I
would work for NAACP and change the world.., or at least be a
catalyst for change. (3L, social change career)
I didn't expect to find out what I wanted to do in law school. I
had a good sense of what I wanted to do. But I thought that
coming to law school would give me tools to be an effective
lawyer and that I would come out feeling confident. (1L, social
change career)
In contrast, students planning law firm careers overwhelmingly
reported that they had been passive about the idea of pursuing a
social change agenda since their decision to apply to law school.
Most either planned all along to work at a firm, or had no clear
orientation upon admission and expected law school to clarify their
interests and career plans. In response to the question, "Why did
you come to law school and what legal career did you envision
when you came to law school?" statements from students planning
law firm careers included:
I didn't know exactly what type of legal career I wanted. I
thought I could see myself doing something serving the public
sector. I kind of see law as the fabric of society, so I was very
interested in how it was structured, etc. and I expected that as I
learned more about it, I would also learn more about potential
careers. (3L, law firm career)
I came to law school because I hated my job in corporate finance
and I thought I would do corporate law when I graduated. I
imagined I would do similar work but it would be more highlevel work and I would get paid more. (3L, law firm career)
I expected law school to give me ample opportunity to decide
what kind of lawyer I wanted to become in terms of figuring out
practice area (litigation versus corporate, etc.). (2L, corporate firm
career)
I came to law school because I was debating between film school
and law school. I got in to all the schools I applied to except Yale
and I thought of it as a good move to make - stable, secure future,
nice job as an attorney. I didn't know even what a corporate firm
was so I can't say I intended to do that. I thought I'd be able to do
work that would have some social worth to it besides making
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money, but it was kind of vague. (1L, law firm career)
I never saw law school as defining my career. I saw it as a
gateway to attain a certain credential that has a certain purpose
within society. I saw law school as being able to have power. (2L,
law firm career)
I originally planned on going to medical school and I realized I
wasn't good at math at science. I was a better writer and I
enjoyed history. I wanted to have a successful career and always
planned to work at a firm. I hope to be independently wealthy
and be able to support my family, whether by being a partner or
in house counsel. I sometimes think I might start a business, but
I'll probably just have a traditional legal career. (1L, law firm
career)
I came to law school because I just had
thought I'd like it more than finance.
didn't really envision a legal career,
interested in media and entertainment.

an interest in the law and I
I was going on a whim. I
but I was probably most
(3L, law firm career)

I definitely expected law school to help me find out what I was
interested in, kind of like an extension of college because I wasn't
ready to decide for sure after college or even after two years of
work. (3L, law firm career)
I expected to get some clarity about the particular career I wanted
and what inspired me, which I have not found so far. (1L, law
firm career)
I also hypothesized that learning about the malleability of the
law would cause black students particular distress and lead
cynicism and passivity about the pursuit of social change careers.
Here, I was wrong again. While 82% of students agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement "there are particular cases or doctrines in
the law school curriculum that convey that the law is infinitely
malleable and is not necessarily associated with 'justice,"' never did
a student in a focus group mention that a disappointment with the
law's relationship with justice dissuaded them from pursuing a
social change career. In fact, students who were committed to
pursuing social change careers before their admission to law school
were actually motivated by what they perceived to be the
shortcomings of the legal system. When I asked students whether
they had learned anything about the operation of the legal system
that had influenced their career plans, responses from students
planning to pursue a social change agenda through their careers
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included:
I have learned that the legal system is not the only venue for social
change, but there is a need for this type of work because it does
make a difference. I have learned that the legal system is not as
open to these types of cases from the court's reaction to certain
things, and that has pushed me more to want to do
antidiscrimination work. My career choice was not going to
change. (2L, social change career)
I would say everything people told me was true about law school
- that its competitive, and kind of boring, and that the content of
the courses is not as focused as you would like it to be on what
you would like to actually do in practice. But I pretty much knew
what I wanted to do and it was just affirmed in law school and
doing my summer work." (2L, social change career)
I had some experiences that reinforced that I would be invested in
public interest, mainly through Critical Perspectives [Critical
Perspectives on Law and Social Change course offered at HLS]
and [Lucy] White's Community Action course. Finding out that
the law was fixed and that social change was difficult motivated
me in the opposite way than you might think. There is such a
great force against social change that there is an overwhelming
need, and it inspired me. (3L, social change career)
I've accepted that basically, the law is whatever we want it to be
and-I do not want to say the system is corrupt, but I don't feel
like there are real standards and values for the law. For example,
the meaning of the constitution is always changing. Everyone
basically just makes up stuff. But did that deter me? Not much. If
anything, you could say I think I deserve to contribute to the
processes that shape the law as much as anyone else, and I think I
have a responsibility to do that. (3L, social change career)
I have learned that it [law] is much more variable and far more
political than I thought that it would be before I started and more
[variable and political] that I wish it could be. It bothers me to see
so much partisanship in the legal system at every level. But I tend
to think that there should be minimal intrusion on people's lives
from the government unless its necessary and I see the law as a
way the government can regulate what people can do and can't
do. I am more motivated by the flaws I see in the in legal system.
I was suspicious of these things ahead of time, and it was
confirmed. One of my real goals if I do academic work at the end
of my career will be to point out how political and how arbitrary
the whole thing is. (1L, social change career)
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These responses suggested that students who began law school
committed to social change careers were not easily deterred from
these plans by their HLS experiences. In addition, students who
currently planned to pursue social change careers reported they
possessed pre-law school characteristics (lack of attachment to
material things, personal investment in social change, or simply
resourcefulness and dedication) that allowed them to maintain their
commitment to do so. Such statements from students planning
social change careers included:
In terms of career, it has been easier for me to stick to my plans
because people who come from well-to-do families who want to
do public interest have a lot of pressure to at least maintain that
comfort level. Making forty thousand wouldn't be ok with them.
For me its different because we never really had anything, so me
making forty or fifty [thousand dollars a year] is more than my
mom ever made. I do not feel compelled to take a firm job to
maintain a certain standard. (3L, social change career)
When I came here, I tried to connect myself to OPIA [Office of
Public Interest Advising] and get to know the people who work
there and could direct me to students and professors who would
support me. I had to seek that out. You have to go out and find
it. I've found clinicals and journals related to things that I'm
interested in, but I've had to pursue that and I don't think the
environment as a whole is inviting to this type of work. There is
no comparison between OPIA and OCS [Office of Career
Services]. When I was a 1L, I emailed professors about how to
make my experience here better. Once you put in the footwork
there are a plethora of opportunities, but you have to be more of a
go-getter. In that sense I am different from some of my classmates
who have lost interest I doing public interest work. If you are not
a go-getter it can seem that there aren't a lot of opportunities for
public interest work and that doing public interest work is
abnormal and untraditional and much more difficult. The idea of
firms as "traditional" is reiterated here and that needs to change.
However, I have found a niche because of what I have actively
sought to do. (2L, social change career)
What makes me different from my classmates/ allowed me to
keep social justice commitment is my family experiences and the
fact that I'm still in touch with my uncle [who is incarcerated], so
if I wanted to forget about it I couldn't. Also purposefully
surrounding myself with professors and attorneys who remind
me of how much social change can be done. I can't let Harvard
psych me out. (1L, social change career)
I didn't have people encouraging me to pursue corporate law...
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at least the classmates I associated with, the people in the
organizations I joined, and the professors I sought out. At the
same time, I think I have very strong convictions compared to a
lot of people here. I saw law school as a training ground rather
than an exploratory, intellectual exercise. I was less open to
various influences that could take me off track. So even if I hadn't
had the support of classmates and professors, there was a good
chance I would have stuck to my plans. Plus I just don't think I
could even stand being at a firm, so that's almost not even an
option for me." (2L, social change career)
These responses suggest law school experiences may not be as
influential as I hypothesized it would be in determining the career
plans of black HLS students. Before conducting the study, I
envisioned results demonstrating that legal pedagogy systematically
subdued the social change spirits of the black students who arrived
in law school committed to work for social change and funneled
them into large law firms. However, results indicate that fewer
students than I expected came to law school with strong visions of
working for social change. Those who did were largely able to
maintain this vision. It was the students who planned from the
beginning to work for law firms and those who were only vaguely
interested in social change upon law school (and expected law
school to help define their career paths) who eventually chose the
corporate route. Results on this topic lead me to conclude that the
low rates of social change work among black HLS students may be
poorly described by the term "public interest drift" or "social
change drift." Students' plans did not seem to "drift" far from the
commitments they had embraced upon admission to law school.
C. HLS Fails to Harness Passive Interest in Social Change Careers
Certain characteristics, combined with strong pre-law school
commitment to pursue a social change agenda, seem to nearly
ensure that a black HLS student will choose a social change career.
However, it is still important to note that the more undefined,
passive interest in social change that many black students bring to
HLS seems to go un-nurtured and slowly wither over the course of
legal education. In other words, there seems to be a contingent of
black students who may not be committed to pursuing a social
change agenda upon admission to HLS, but are at least open to
doing so. Results suggest that these students may ultimately choose
large law firm employment because their interest in and openness to
social change careers are not harnessed during law school.
It seems that passive interest in social change among black HLS
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students is translated over the course of legal education into law
firm employment. This conclusion is based on the fact that the
percentage of students who showed some interest or openness to
pursuing a social change agenda upon admission is much smaller
than the percentage that plan to pursue social change careers as
current HLS students. Fifty-seven percent of current students
reported that they did express some interest in public interest work
in their personal statements, indicating a relatively high rate of
interest for pursuing a social change agenda upon admission.
Seventy-three percent of newly admitted students reported that they
had expressed an interest in public interest work in their personal
statements. However, only 15% of 3Ls actually planned to pursue
public interest work, with 78% planning to work for law firms.
Also suggesting a deterioration of social change interest over
the course of the HLS experience is the discrepancy between the
58% of current students (and 80% of newly admitted students) who
said that opportunity to be of service to society was among the
reasons they came to law school, and the mere 38% of current
students who reported that they currently prioritized this in a law
related job. This suggests that a certain percentage of students who
at least valued the opportunity to serve society upon admission to
law school abandoned this priority over their HLS experience.
A comparison between admitted students and current students
also suggests a fading of interest in pursuing a social justice agenda
while in law school among students whose interest was not strong
enough to sustain itself. For example, only 50% of admitted
students surveyed planned to work for law firms after gradation.
Among the group of current HLS students surveyed, this number
increased-a full 78% planned to work in a law firm after
graduation. In addition, 28% of current students surveyed agreed
strongly agree with the statement, "During law school, my
enthusiasm for pursuing a social change agenda/the likelihood that
I will pursue a social change agenda immediately upon
graduation/after a clerkship has decreased." Although this does
not represent a majority of students, it suggests that, for a significant
percentage (over a quarter) of black students, HLS was not an
environment supportive of pursuing a social change career.
The failure of HLS to promote and nurture social change
commitment in its students is further illustrated by a difference in
values between admitted students and current students. Admitted
students' responses to the question, "What three factors are highly
important to you in a law-related job?" reflected a stronger interest
in social change than did current students' responses. Admitted
students' top choices were "opportunity to be of service to society"
and "intellectual stimulation" (60% of students places each of these
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responses among the three factors most important to them),
followed by "opportunity to serve the black community" (which
was selected by 53% of admitted students). In contrast, current
students' top responses were, "intellectual stimulation," "ability to
balance career and family," and "opportunity to be of service to
society." This indicates that some students may have come to value
intellectual stimulation and work-family balance more than social
change-related factors during their HLS experience.
Finally, the fact that 86% of current students reported feeling a
sense of desire or obligation to serve the black community and 72%
reported feeling a sense of desire to pursue a social justice agenda figures that are not reflected in actual rates of pursuing social
change careers - suggests a troubling discrepancy between values
and career choices. It is possible that students whose careers are not
in harmony with their personal commitments are in this position
because they have mistakenly depended on the law school
experience to guide them to fitting employment. In fact, some
students planning to work for law firms did express disappointment
with HLS's role in inspiring their career plans. When asked whether
they had learned anything in law school that affected their career
choices, responses from students not planning to pursue social
change careers included:
I haven't really learned anything about the operation of the legal
system that has influenced my plans so far. (1L, law firm)
During law school, I haven't been really inspired by anything like
I thought I would be. The main thing I have learned that has
affected my career plans is that I despise legal writing, so that
makes me lean toward corporate/transactional work instead of
litigation. (2L, law firm)
There's nothing I've learned in law school that really made me
think about one particular career. I thought law school would be
a lot different from what it is. The only class I thought law school
would be like was Lani Guinier's Law and the Political Process. I
thought law school would involve more critiquing the current
system and thinking of ways to improve it. I don't like high-level
theory thinking, I like practical critiquing of social problems I see
in the world, and I don't think we do much of that in law school.
(3L, law firm)
In conclusion, it seems that while pre-law school commitments
and qualities are the strongest determinants of sustained social
change commitment among black HLS students, the institution may
be missing an opportunity to harness an openness to public interest
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work in students who are not as strongly conmmitted to such work
upon admission.
While previous research presents a picture of students coming
to law school with extreme enthusiasm for public interest and
having this enthusiasm stifled by the law school experience, my
research tells a slightly different story. I suggest that many black
students graduate from HLS with precisely the same commitments
with which they arrived. One small group is consistently dedicated
to social change; the other, larger group is consistently dedicated to
the pursuit of careers that promise conventional success, intellectual
stimulation, and financial stability. In addition to these, there is a
large contingent of graduates who lack a specific career plan but
have an interest in, or are at least open to, pursuing social change
careers. It is these students - the ones who hope legal education will
stimulate their social change commitment and direct them to a
career that reflects it-who find themselves unenthusiastically
accepting positions with law firms.
This situation could be
understood in one of two ways: it could be the result of admission
(HLS is admitting black students who have a passive interest in
social change instead of strongly committed students), or the result
of pedagogy and the law school environment (instruction at HLS
and the HLS experience do not promote the pursuit of social change
careers among black students who may be interested in them).
IV. Evaluating Low Rates of Social Change Commitment
Among Black HLS Students
The results discussed above - that many black students
admitted to HLS have only a vague commitment to pursuing a
social justice agenda through their legal careers, and that this
interest tends to fade rather than solidify into career plans over the
course of law school -are not problematic in and of themselves. To
criticize these results requires a basis for the argument that black
HLS students would ideally pursue social justice careers at higher
rates than they currently do. It requires a set of expectations for the
careers of black law students and a vision of the ideal role that black
lawyers educated at one of the nation's most prestigious law schools
should play in society. I present the following frameworks for
evaluation of the study's results: Charles Hamilton Houston's
famous view that black lawyers must be social engineers or will be
parasites on society; David Wilkins' obligation thesis- the idea that
black lawyers can fulfill an obligation to the black community
through work in the corporate arena; Lani Guinier's proposed
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"structural mobility" approach to admissions; and finally, HLS's
own professed goals for its graduates of all races. Each of these
provides a foundation from which to argue 1) that HLS should
admit more black students who have a strong commitment to social
change, and, 2) that HLS should seek to produce more black
graduates who pursue social change careers.
A. Charles Hamilton Houston and the Black Lawyer as "Social
Engineer"
There is no more familiar refrain in speeches meant to inspire
black law students than the Charles Hamilton Houston's statement,
"A lawyer's either a social engineer or he's a parasite on society." 88
Houston, in his role as Dean of Howard University Law School,
articulated the now-famous philosophy to students at the
historically black institution. 89 Both Houston's hopes for the
lawyers he trained at Howard and his own career later in life can
inform our analysis of the career a black lawyer would have to
undertake in order to be considered in his estimation, a "social
engineer."
The popular view of Charles Hamilton Houston is that he was
determined to train world-class lawyers who would lead the fight
against segregation and other forms of social injustice through
litigation.90 This view of Houston focuses on his work for the
NAACP, and his role in the organization as one of the main legal
architects of the organization's campaign to end segregation. 91
Houston, together with a select group of mostly Howard lawyers,
including Thurgood Marshall, and working through the NAACP
and later the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, created
a number of precedents that ultimately led to the dismantling of de
jure discrimination. 92 According to this view, Houston's call for
black lawyers to behave as "social engineers" was a call for them to
work for social change on behalf of the black community through
93
litigation aimed at securing civil rights.
88. GENNA RAE MCNEIL, GROUNDWORK: CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON AND THE
STRUGGLE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS 84 (1983), quoted in GERALDINE SEGAL, IN ANY FIGHT SOME
FALL 34 (1975).

89. Id.
90. See id. at 299-306; see also Spottswood W. Robinson III, No Tea for the Feeble: Two
Perspectives on Charles Hamilton Houston, 20 HOW. L.J. 1, 4-9 (1977).
91. J. Clay Smith, Forgotten Groundwork, 98 HARV.L.REV. 482, 487-90 (book review).
92. See id.
93. See id.; see also Collins J. Seitz, Surveying the Groundwork, 83 Mich. L.Rev. 1046,

1048-49 (book review).
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While the dominant view understands Houston as committed
to using litigation for social change for African Americans, recent
scholarship suggests that this may be a mischaracterization of
Houston's vision.94 This research suggests that the social engineers
Houston aimed to groom at Howard would not be civil rights
litigators, but rather, lawyers who supported black institutions and
businesses. 95 Houston's curriculum changes (adding more business
offerings to the law school curriculum) and a survey he conducted
focusing on the relationship between black lawyers and black
businesses support this view.96 The idea of Houston as a believer in
black attorneys responsibility to protect and augment the financial
resources of the race also makes sense in light of the fact that the
voluntarist strand of activism by black lawyers predominated when
Houston was promoting his "social engineering" theory at
97
Howard.
We can reconcile these two images of Houston (the role
Houston played in desegregation litigation and the evidence that he
encouraged Howard graduates to participate in intraracial
development) to create a working definition of social engineering
from Houston's perspective. It is possible that Houston embraced
one view of social engineering while at Howard and another later in
his career. It is equally possible that, as recent scholarship suggests,
he did not believe intraracial development was the only important
role for black lawyers, but also that social engineering in the form of
civil rights litigation and litigation for individual black clients could
complement this project.98
The theme that connects these two philosophies is the idea that
94. See Kenneth W. Mack, Rethinking Civil Rights Lawyering and Politics in the Era
Before Brown, 115 YALE L.J. 256, 281-87 (2005).
95. Id. at 285 ("Houston thought that a revamped African-American law school
would make its graduates better at the everyday professional tasks of the lawyer,
enabling them to promote the growth of local African-American institutions, gain the
confidence of local whites and blacks, and gradually push for social change. Such a
program would necessarily include antidiscrimination work, but Houston did not argue
that such work would transform society, or even that it would be the primary job of
practicing black lawyers in the South. Intraracial institutions, Houston assumed, would
do much of the hard work needed to transform African-American citizenship.").
96. See id. at 284 ("Shortly before assuming the vice-deanship at Howard, however,
in a tentative report on the conditions of the black bar and its future, Houston set out a
vision for the development of the black bar that was far more voluntarist than legalist.
The questionnaires that he developed in connection with the report focused on his
fellow black attorneys' relationships with business interests, but made no inquiries
about their antidiscrimination work.").
97. Id. at 115.
98. See id. at 289 ("Cultural-institutional pluralism makes sense of the fact that the
post-World War I generation of civil rights lawyers could emphasize both voluntarist
intraracial organizing and legalist opposition to race segregation.").
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the black lawyer's role should involve more than an individualistic
quest for success; it should include a sense of responsibility for and
selfless efforts on behalf of the entire black community. As Genna
Rae McNeil explained in her dissertation on Houston, he believed
"[d]ue to the Negro's social and political condition... the Negro
lawyer must be prepared to anticipate, guide, and interpret his
group advancement.. .. "99
Proponents of the traditional and
contemporary views of Houston would agree that he believed black
lawyers should be part of an educated and committed vanguard
working for the advancement of all African Americans. It is this
understanding of Houston's view of the lawyer's role that I use to
analyze how today's black HLS graduates would be evaluated
under the Houstonian standard (with the caveat that in the postcivil rights movement environment, I believe that Houston would
also categorize black lawyers who work for other marginalized and
underrepresented groups as social engineers).
B.

Analysis of Results in Light of Social Engineer/Parasite
Dichotomy

To embrace Houston's theory is to criticize HLS graduates who
choose to work for corporate law firms as parasites on society,
because they are engaging in neither civil rights work nor intraracial
development. According to this view, the passivity that exists
among HLS students about the use of law to pursue social change
agendas is problematic. As important as the idea that Houston
would label these graduates "parasites on society" is that he would
similarly criticize the role HLS plays in admitting and training them.
This is true whether we accept 1) the view that black lawyers must
do civil rights work on behalf of the black community in order to be
considered social engineers or 2) the view that black lawyers could
also support black institutions in order to be considered social
engineers. The 78% of black HLS students who plan to work for
corporate law firms upon graduation are doing neither. This is a
tragedy when viewed through the lens of Houston's aspirations for
black lawyers.
Houston's view provides a platform from which to criticize the
use of admissions criteria that seem to favor black students who lack
commitment to pursue a social justice agenda. If Houston had a
mechanism to tell the difference between students simply going to
law school "on a whim" with a potential interest in social change,

99. MCNEIL, supra note 88, at 71.
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and those who were deeply committed, he would certainly advise
HLS to admit the latter group. Unfortunately, the results of this
study indicate that HLS is currently admitting many black students
who do not prioritize the ability to pursue social change through
their careers, on behalf of the black community or any other. Others
include social change among their interests and priorities, but
equally value other factors related to financial stability and personal
development, and ultimately choose careers more compatible with
these latter factors.
Houston's view also provides a basis for criticizing HLS's
failure to promote and maintain a social engineering commitment in
those black students who possess some interest in social change
upon admission to law school. Houston did not assume that the
students he trained would begin law school committed to social
engineering or hold them responsible for maintaining this interest.
Rather, he made it his mission to shape their interests and career
plans. He accomplished this through a curriculum at Howard
designed to give black students the "tools to construct a legal
machinery that provides and protects the equal rights of all
Americans." 100 HLS should emulate Houston's approach. This
study shows that many black students arrive at HLS with openness
to pursuing social change careers, a belief that the practice of law is
an effective tool for serving the black community, and even a sense
of obligation to serve the black community. Under the Houstonian
view, the law school should accept responsibility for translating
these qualities into the pursuit of social change careers among its
black students.
C. The Obligation Thesis
The conclusion that black attorneys who choose large firm
practice are parasites on society is not universal. David B. Wilkins
disagrees with the concept that black lawyers working for corporate
firms are necessarily "'corporate tools' who slavishly pursue the
interests of their powerful clients in a way that further entrenches
existing inequalities." 101 He goes as far as to argue that these

100. MICHAEL D. DAVIS & HUNTER R. CLARK, THURGOOD MARSHALL: WARRIOR AT
THE BAR, REBEL ON THE BENCH 56-57 (1992) (quoting Charles Hamilton Houston,

Memorandum: Personal Observations on the Summary of Studies in Legal Education as Applied
to the Howard University School of Law).
101. David B. Wilkins, Social Engineers or Corporate Tools? Brown v. Board of Education
and the Conscience of the Black Corporate Bar, in RACE, LAW, & CULTURE: REFLECTIONS ON
BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION 137,138 (Austin Sarat, ed., 1997).
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attorneys can actually act as social engineers, satisfying their
obligations to the black community through their influence on the
corporate clients they represent. 1 02 Specifically focusing on black
corporate attorneys, Wilkins' "obligation thesis" is that successful
blacks have moral obligations to help the black community that
must be balanced against other professional and personal
commitments when making particular decisions and when
constructing a moral life plan. 103
Wilkins, in a piece discussing the obligation thesis, proposes
that black lawyers can satisfy moral obligations to the black
community through corporate positions.104 They can do so by
pursuing pro bono and law reform work designed to benefit the
black community, by participating in programs designed to improve
the status of black corporate lawyers as a whole, and by efforts to
influence the policies and actions of their corporate clients in ways
that are beneficial to the black community. 105 Wilkins proposes that
black lawyers should exert influence on their corporate clients by
taking advantage of opportunities to "dissuade corporations from
taking actions that unnecessarily harm the black communities or
interests, such as locating a hazardous waste facility in a black
neighborhood or perpetuating employment practices that
disproportionately burden black employees." 106 If it is impossible to
achieve the ideal outcome in such a situation, black lawyers should
consider it their responsibility to acknowledge instances of injustice,
bringing to light for their clients the negative ways in which their
actions affect the black community. 10 7
Wilkins admits that there is a great risk that black corporate
attorneys "will often fail to reduce and may in some ways reinforce,
unjustified inequalities between blacks and whites," and suggests
that it is the responsibility of legal education to help black students
understand and interpret their race-based obligations and apply
them in their careers. He argues that what black students learn in
law school will determine the way they conduct themselves with
regard to the black community as corporate attorneys, and whether
they are able to successfully balance their obligation to the black
10 8
community with professional duties.
Wilkins outlines three shortcomings of legal education that
102. Id.
103. David B. Wilkins, Two Paths to the Mountaintop? The Role of Legal Education in
Shaping the Values of Black CorporateLawyers, 45 STAN. L. REV. 1981, 1983-84 (1993).
104. Wilkins, supra note 101, at 147.
105. See id. at 153.
106. Id.
107. See id.
108. Wilkins, supra note 103, at 1983-84.
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contribute to its failure to graduate black lawyers who will be
prepared to fulfill the obligation thesis. First, the message conveyed
by legal pedagogy that legal rules result from neutral legal
principals does not prepare students to understand the things their
corporate clients are doing in their social and political context. This
"perspectivelessness" can be disabling to black students' abilities to
recognize when the facially "neutral" actions of their corporate
clients may cause harm to the black community. 09 If they cannot
see this, then they cannot try to avoid these harmful consequences,
as the obligation thesis requires them to.110
The second failure of legal education in terms of preparing
black law students to fulfill the obligation thesis results from the
way law students are discouraged from using normative arguments
and discussing values, and the way in which procedural regularity
is emphasized over the normative values and premises that underlie
decisions.'
This makes black law students feel incapable of making
the normative arguments that are essential to the obligation thesis. 112
In addition, Wilkins describes how the emphasis on procedural
regularity can convince black law students that, as corporate
lawyers, they will not be legitimate representatives of the black
community.
Finally, Wilkins argues that law school conveys the idea that
the lawyer's role is narrower than the obligation thesis demands,
suggesting that the lawyer's only purpose is to maximize his client's
interests. If black law students accept this view, they will be unable
to consider the interests of the black community, as is required to
fulfill the obligation thesis." 3

109. Id. at 2015.
110. See id.
111. See id. at 2016.
112. See id. ("Measured by the ordinary law school standards of procedural
legitimacy, it is difficult for many black law students to justify their role as
"representatives" of the interests of the black community.
The obstacles seem
insurmountable: The students were not elected; there is no way to poll the black
community to determine their true desires, and even if there were, the range of views is
likely to be large. In the absence of methods for sorting through these competing views,
reaching a substantive decision seems arbitrary or tyrannical. Given the premium
placed on using procedural rules to constrain legal decision makers from exercising
power .... ).
113. See id. at 2018.
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Study Results in Light of the Obligation Thesis

Although it seems that black HLS students' plans to work for
corporate firms could be applauded under Wilkins' obligation
thesis, study results indicate that this is not the case. Regardless of
whether we agree with the idea that it is possible to pursue a social
change agenda through corporate work or to serve the black
community through such work, to do so would require an intention
on the part of black graduates who accept corporate positions.
However, the black HLS students I surveyed and interviewed
did not express an intention to pursue social change agendas
through their corporate positions. Rather, they explained that they
hoped their law firm positions would bring them knowledge,
expertise, high salaries, and professional advancement. Students
planning to work for firms, when asked what they hoped to achieve
through their careers (personally, financially, or in terms of a cause
or social goal) made comments including:
I grew up with very little, so financial stability and prosperity is
crucial to me and one of the most important factors. Therefore, it
has had a huge impact on all decisions I have made so far and is
something I plan to achieve through my career. (2L, law firm
career)
Personally, I want to have in-depth knowledge and skills in the
legal field more than just surface knowledge - I want to be able to
confidently handle any matter. (1L, law firm career)
I hope to be independently wealthy and be able to support my
family whether by being a partner or in house counsel. (1L, law
firm career)
I hope to have a nice life. (3L, law firm career)
One student did express a social goal, but it was to be
accomplished after he retired from law firm employment:
I'd like to do pro bono death penalty work. Professionally my
goal is to make enough money to cease work by age 40 and not be
at a firm. (3L, law firm career)
Wilkins envisions black attorneys fulfilling moral obligations to
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pursue racial justice through their corporate careers. However, my
study suggests that many future black attorneys plan to fulfill any
obligations they perceive to further a social justice agenda or work
on behalf of the black community through non-legal avenues, or at a
later point in their careers (after their work for corporate firms).
Their presence at firms without the intention of working on behalf
of the black community through these positions does not satisfy the
obligation thesis.
Nor did students surveyed express that pro bono work would
be an important part of their careers. When asked how important
pro bono work would be to them and how much they planned to
undertake, students' enthusiasm was tempered by their perception
of law firm rules or expectations:
I want to do a lot but I don't know if it's feasible because you
work so much at firms. I talked to the black partners and they
were saying that the problem a lot of young associates have when
they come in is trying to do too many things. I don't want to
make that mistake, so maybe my second or third year I'll do more.
(3L, law firm career)
I don't feel like my volunteer activities will necessarily have to be
law related. (3L, law firm career)
It's hard for me to say but I'd try to do the maximum amount that
would not impede succeeding. I would like to work on
immigration issues. (3L, law firm career)
Not very much while I'm at a firm (which will only be 3 to 5
years) after that a good amount, much more. I would do free legal
work, mentorship type stuff-legal mentoring. I want to help
people starting businesses with legal work. (1L, law firm career)
How much, I'm not sure. A fair amount, I'd say... if the firm is
open to it. Anywhere from death penalty work to helping out
people in the arts who can't afford legal advice. (2L, law firm
career)
I'd like to do as much as possible. It depends on what the firm
allows-but my main goal is still to be successful enough at
traditional work that I can leave the firm by age 40. (3L, law firm
career)
The results of the survey also provide a basis for commenting
on HLS legal pedagogy, as they indicate that the institution is failing
to instill the "obligation thesis" values in its black graduates.
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Wilkins makes suggestions for improvement. First, law professors
should acknowledge and emphasize social context when discussing
cases, paying attention to the complexities of how decisions are
made in the corporate arena and the role that class plays in legal
Second, students should be taught to employ
decisionsY 4
normative arguments intheir legal studies to prepare them to argue
5
about the effects of their clients' actions on the black community."
They should also be able to balance these concerns against other
competing concerns. 116 Finally, legal ethics courses should be
offered that "encourage black corporate lawyers to see themselves
as engaged in a life-long struggle to be morally responsible
professionals." 117
E.

Mission and Goals of Harvard Law School

Public colleges and universities are intended to benefit the
wider society. 118 However, a commitment to public service is not
unique to public colleges and universities-it is also an important
part of the missions of many elite private institutions." 9 This
114. See id. at 2021-22.
115. See id. at 2020.
116. See id.
117. Id. at 2024.
118. Mindy L. Kornhaber, Reconfiguring Admissions to Serve the Mission of Selective
Public Higher Education, 11 (Jan. 14, 1999) (unpublished manuscript) available at
http://www.civilrightsproject.harvard.edu/research/testing/Reconfiguring-Admissio
ns99.pdf.
119. Lani Guinier, Admissions Rituals as Political Acts: Guardians at the Gates of Our
Democratic Ideals, 117 HARV. L. REV. 113, 126 n.55 (2003) ("See, e.g., Brown University,
Faculty/
Mission Statement (Apr. 17, 1998), at http:// www.brown.edu/
Faculty Governance/mission.html ("The mission of Brown University is to serve the
community, the nation, and the world by discovering, communicating, and preserving
knowledge and understanding in a spirit of free inquiry, and by educating and
preparing students to discharge the offices of life with usefulness and reputation.");
Cornell University, Cornell's Mission and Values, at http:// www.cornell.edu/
CUHomePage/ Mission.html (last modified Apr. 16, 2003) ("Cornell is a learning
community that seeks to serve society by educating the leaders of tomorrow and
extending the frontiers of knowledge.... [W]e apply the results of our endeavors in
service to our alumni, the community, the state, the nation, and the world."); Duke
University, The Mission of Duke University (Feb. 23, 2001), at http://
www.planning.duke.edu/mission.html ("Duke University seeks to engage the mind,
elevate the spirit, and stimulate the best effort of all who are associated with the
University; to contribute in diverse ways to the local community, the state, the nation,
and the world; and to attain and maintain a place of real leadership in all that we do.");
Emory University, About Emory, at http://www.emory.edu/ADMISSIONS/indexa.
htm?content html/extras.htm-mainFrame (last modified Aug. 1, 2003) ("Emory
University's mission lies in two essential, interwoven purposes: through teaching, to
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commitment is particularly logical for law schools, as the American
Association of Law Schools dictates that law schools have a
responsibility of
responsibility to "assist students to recognize the
120
justice."
social
and
individual
advance
lawyers to
HLS has accepted this responsibility enthusiastically. The law
school's efforts to produce graduates who work for social change
are evident from aspects of the institution itself, including a pro
bono legal services center, an office of public interest advising
("OPIA"), and the availability of public interest funding for summer
work. The administration also proudly advertises its commitment
In a letter
to producing graduates who will serve others.
introducing the institution on the HLS website, Dean Elena Kagan
writes, "Harvard Law School is for people.., who want to think
about the law's interaction with public policy, who care about how
things work and how to improve them, who wish to avail
themselves of the diverse opportunities that the legal profession
offers to serve the public," and boasts that "the Law School's
students work during the year and in the summer for human rights
groups abroad [and] DC-based public interest organizations."12 1
help men and women fully develop their intellectual, aesthetic and moral capacities;
and, through the quest for new knowledge and public service, to improve human wellbeing. These purposes rest upon the premises that education is the most powerful social
force of our time for enabling and ennobling the individual, and that the privilege of
education entails an obligation to use knowledge for the common good."); Harvard
University, What Is Harvard's Mission Statement? (Feb. 23, 1997), at http://
www.harvard.edu/help/faq-index.html/faqllO.html
("Harvard expects that the
scholarship and collegiality it fosters in its students will lead them in their later lives to
advance knowledge, to promote understanding, and to serve society."); University of
Notre Dame, Mission Statement, at http://www.nd.edu/aboutnd/about/mission/
mission statement.shtml (last modified Sept. 9, 2003) ("[T]he University seeks to
cultivate in its students not only an appreciation for the great achievements of human
beings but also a disciplined sensibility to the poverty, injustice and oppression that
burden the lives of so many. The aim is to create a sense of human solidarity and
concern for the common good that will bear fruit as learning becomes service to
justice."); Washington University in St. Louis, University Mission Statement, at
http://www.wustl.edu/university/mission.htnl (last visited Oct. 11, 2003) ("Central to
our mission are our goals, which are to foster excellence in our teaching, research,
scholarship, and service; to prepare students with the attitudes, skills, and habits of
lifelong learning and with leadership skills, enabling them to be useful members of a
global society; and to be an exemplary institution in our home community of St. Louis,
as well as in the nation and in the world.")).
120. AALS, AALS 2003 Handbook 96, 100, available at http://www.aals.org/about
handbook sgp eth.php. (recognizing in The Statement of Good Practices by Law
Professors in the Discharge of their Ethical and Professional Responsibilities adopted by
the Executive Committee of the AALS on November 17, 1989, that this responsibility is
"[olne of the traditional obligations of members of the bar is to engage in
uncompensated public service or pro bono legal activities. As role models for students
and as members of the legal profession, law professors share this responsibility.")
121. Elena Kagan, Dean, Harvard Law School, Dean's Welcome, http://www.law.
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The following pronouncement of the value HLS places on
public service among its graduates appears on OPIA website:
It is with great pride that I introduce you to the world of public
service at Harvard Law School. Here at Harvard, we believe that
all lawyers-and indeed all law students-should make public
service a vital part of their professional lives. Today, Harvard
Law School offers a range of public service opportunities through
the recently expanded Bernard Koteen Office of Public Interest
Advising. Established more than a decade ago, OPIA is the
school's primary gateway to public service. The office and its
attorney advisors work closely with students on everything from
securing summer fellowships to developing job search strategies
that result in rewarding public service careers. To make sure all
students have exposure to public service, our Pro Bono Service
Program assists students in fulfilling their pro bono requirement.
Students who pursue public interest careers after graduation are
eligible for our generous Low Income Protection Plan .... With
these and other programs, Harvard Law School reaffirms the
highest ideal of the legal profession, which is to make a real
difference in the world through service to others. 122
These statements leave no question about the value HLS places
upon admitting students and producing graduates who are
committed to serving other through their careers.
F.

Study Results in Light of HLS Mission

If the highest ideal of the legal profession is to serve the interest
of others, as HLS Dean Elena Kagan proclaims on the school's
website, HLS is failing to create ideal lawyers in a significant
proportion. This statement applies to the general HLS population as
well as black graduates of HLS. Although HLS does not attach a
number or percentage to how many students should pursue public
interest careers, it seems safe to assume that an institution that
names public service in its mission statement and dedicates such
energy and funding to students exposure to public service would
hope that the percentage of its graduates pursuing public interest
work would be comparable to the percentage entering the private
sector. Currently, OPIA estimates that 13% of the most recently
calculated class is pursuing public interest work. According to my
data, approximately 15% of black gradates pursue public interest
harvard.edu/dean (last updated May 17, 2005).
122. Elena Kagan, Dean, Harvard Law School, A Note from the Dean, http://
www.law.harvard.edu/students/publicservice.php (last updated April 2, 2005).
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immediately or immediately after a clerkship.
I concede that to a certain extent, the commitment to public
service that HLS envisions for its graduates can be accomplished
through social change "work" outside of one's career (pro bono
work, community involvement, political involvement, etc).
However, I also argue that HLS aspires to produce graduates who
will dedicate entire careers to public service and social change. HLS
encourages many of its graduates to pursue full-time public
interests work through OPIA and by offering programs such as the
Low Income Protection Plan funding for those working in public
service.
Under this view, HLS's admissions policies and the HLS law
school experience are failing to serve HLS's goals. As study results
indicate, many black students are admitted with little or no
commitment to pursue public interest or social change careers.
Additionally, many black students who are open to using their legal
careers to pursue a social change agenda depend on the law school
for more than career counseling; they expect the law school -inside
the classroom-to provide intellectual inspiration for such work. 123
When HLS does not provide this inspiration, these students fail to
pursue social change careers. HLS admissions and the nature of the
law school experience will have to be altered if they are to become
compatible with the institution's ideals for its graduates.
G. Structural Mobility
To decide which students to admit to HLS or any other law
school requires a theory about who among the many applicants
should be admitted and what the law school hopes to accomplish
through the selection of students. 124 Lani Guinier argues in
Admissions Rituals as Political Acts that, because the selection of
students to attend institutions of higher education has implications
for society as a whole as well as the individual applicants and the
institution, admission decisions are "political acts." 125 According to
this view, discussions about race in admissions can connect the
123. See Kubey, supra note 11, at 42-43.
124. Guinier, supra note 119, at 142.
125. Id. at 136 ("The task of constituting each class is a political act because it
implicates the institution's sense of itself as a community, as well as the larger society's
sense of itself as a democracy. Such acts allocate resources in a way that affects those
who are admitted to the institution, those who are rejected, those who fail to apply, and
those who simply use the institution's selective criteria as an interpretive guide. Thus,
they affect all members of society, both directly, as described above, and indirectly, by
helping determine future political, economic, and social leaders.").
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educational missions of colleges and universities with the role their
admissions play in a democracy. 126
In her analysis of the democratic roles of colleges and
universities, Guinier identifies three concepts that describe how an
institution can approach the goal of increasing upward mobility
through its admissions. These concepts are: contest mobility,
sponsored mobility, and structural mobility. 127 Contest mobility
embraces the idea that upward mobility should be achieved by
admitting the students from underrepresented groups who do best
on standardized tests. 128 According to this value, "elite status is the
goal and is achieved by the candidate's own efforts in an open
contest." Guinier argues that, as evidenced by the results of the
study of graduates of the University of Michigan Law School,
contest mobility can be problematic in terms of an educational
institution's goals for its graduates because the qualities that are
valued in applicants under this view do not predict a students' post129
graduation success.
Sponsored mobility embraces the view that select candidates
from underrepresented groups should be hand-picked by
admissions officers based on what these candidates have already
achieved and what they can contribute to an institution's
diversity. 130 This is the approach currently embraced by most
contemporary colleges and universities, in an effort to admit more
students from underrepresented groups than contest mobility
allows. 131 Significantly, the sponsored mobility approach relies on
"input measures" rather than "output measures." It focuses on
what an applicant has already achieved and how closely the
applicant resembles those who are already a part of the institution.
These qualities are valued over an applicant's potential to
accomplish the instruction's educational goals, including the goal of
public service.132
Guinier argues that a structural mobility approach is one that is
most likely to admit students who go on to satisfy the democratic
goals of the institutions they attend and to achieve results
compatible with the concept of "democratic merit." 133 To use this
126. Id. at 123.
127. Id. at 143 (citation omitted).
128. Id.
129. Id. at 144.
130. Id. at 152-53.
131. See id. at 152.
132. See id. at 154.
133. Id. at 206-07 ("Indeed, if institutions examine closely the relationships between
their own educational objectives and their public missions, a larger set of democratic
principals may begin to animate the process for making allocative choices, ultimately
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approach would require admissions officers to be cognizant of the
role of higher education in the political, economic, and social
structure of the community and to realize the ways in which a
school's efforts to achieve upward mobility have the potential to
favor certain groups and disfavor others.134 A structural mobility
approach requires that an institution admit students from a wide
range of racial and economic backgrounds, not because of their
membership in these groups, but because of their potential to serve
the communities they represent. This approach privileges those
applicants of all races and backgrounds who "have already served,
or want to serve, their communities." 135 By directing resources to
these individuals, it would draw connections between the idea of
"merit" and potential to serve the public and fulfill the aims of
democracy. 136
H. Study Results in Light of Structural Mobility Approach to
Admissions
According to the view that structural mobility is the ideal
approach to admissions, HLS admissions policies are misguided. If
HLS were to use a structural mobility approach to admissions,
privileging students who had already served or planned to serve
their communities, a higher percentage of black students would do
more than simply "feel an obligation" to serve the black community
or pursue a social justice agenda-they would actually have
concrete plans to do so. As a result, the institution would be more
successful at fulfilling its democratic mission.
The fruits of HLS admissions indicate that HLS is employing a
sponsored mobility approach instead. In other words, HLS seems
not to be admitting black students who have a history of service or
are strongly committed to giving back to their communities.
yielding something akin to 'democratic merit.' Democratic merit emphasizes the
importance of linking an institution's admissions policy for all applicants to its
educational and public policy missions, combining a commitment to construe
educational opportunity broadly with an obligation to educate individuals who then
serve their communities and the larger society. It views higher education as a chance to
develop more fully the talents of the American people and train them for positions of
governance and service, which, after all, was central to their original purpose.
Democratic merit rejects 'the idea of having a general-purpose [permanent] meritocratic
elite generated through university admissions,' especially one that is neither publicspirited not committed to national service. It emerges from a public conversation about
the future of society.").
134. See id. at 159.
135. Id. at 160.
136. Id.
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Instead, HLS admits black students who are most likely to succeed
in law school and assimilate to the law school environment while
contributing to the institution's racial diversity.
I suggest that the qualities that HLS admission officers value in
applicants may be in conflict with the qualities that make students
likely to possess and maintain enthusiasm for pursuing social justice
agendas through their careers. This could be a reflection of the
theory suggesting that students who get good grades in law school
are more likely to engage in less service because they prioritize
grades over everything else and "[have] little time for service." 137
My study suggests that the black students HLS admits do not,
as a group, have strong commitments to pursue a social change
agenda or to give back to their communities through their legal
careers. True, many students did mention an interest in public
interest work in their personal statements. However, study results
indicate that many of the 78% of students planning to work in large
law firms either had this intention from the beginning or had only
vague ideas about what they would like to do with their law
degrees. This suggests that HLS did not strongly scrutinize these
individuals' backgrounds to look for past actions that would
suggest a commitment to serving their communities. I propose that
HLS use a structural mobility approach to admissions to select black
law students (and in fact all law students) not according only to
grades and test scores, but also according to the applicant's
demonstrated history of commitment to serving the black
community or others.
I suspect that an analysis of the black students admitted to HLS
would likely reflect high grades and test scores, and perhaps other
factors that suggested the ability to assimilate to the HLS
environment. Since black applicants have lower grades and test
scores on average than their white counterparts, HLS may attempt
to compose each incoming class of black students by admitting
those who show indications of ability to "succeed" in law school
despite their academic credentials. These indications likely have
more to do with fitting in to the law school environment than in the
potential to promote social change. In fact, many black students
planning law firm careers reported that they did fit in well in the
HLS environment. In response to the prompt, "How do you think
you fit in the HLS environment in terms of your values, goals, and
motivation?" responses from law students planning careers with
corporate firms included:
I think I differ somewhat. I didn't go to an Ivy League undergrad
137. Lempert et al., supra note 73, at 489.
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and a lot of people here are strongly conservative or liberal and I
do not identify with how virulent they are about their opinions. I
just feel that I have not had the same experiences and
backgrounds as a lot of people. But I still think in terms of values
and goals. I want a good education and I want to be a good
lawyer-I think most people here are similar to me in that sense.
(1L, law firm career)
I think I fit in pretty well. I'm going to a firm; I want to have a
decent life in terms of making a decent living and growing as an
attorney. I think I am different in the sense that I don't feel the
need to go to the number one firm in the world to achieve my
goals, but overall I think I have a lot in common with people here.
(3L, law firm career)
Generally, I probably fit in in terms of my values. The first
priority of the majority of people here is to make money and right
now, that is my first priority too. Like most people, I'm going to a
firm to do that even if I don't necessarily feel passionate about it.
(3L, law firm career)
Previous research has suggested that the assimilations to norms
of HLS and the accompanying tendency to lose interest in social
change careers might be particularly problematic for students for
whom HLS represents a big "class jump." 138 One focus group
response reflected this idea:
I am not your typical HLS student, but I understand my reason
for being here. I want to secure a better future for my family and
especially my children in the future. I am an immigrant from a
working class background and the first person in my entire
extended family to attend college and law school (which is not
your typical Harvard student). I have had to work extremely
hard to be where I am today. Therefore, sometimes I feel like I
don't fit in too well. (2L, law firm career)
However, if HLS were to use a structural mobility approach to
admissions it could control for this phenomenon by evaluating all
students -including those for whom HLS represents a perceived
change in social status-by examining their intentions for law
school. The admissions comnmittee could look for indications of
whether applicants hoped to improve life only for themselves and
their families or for their entire communities. Under a structural
mobility approach, admissions officers would admit those students
from all backgrounds who did not simply fit in well or seem likely
138. See generally Saunders, supranote 3; Granfield, supra note 2.
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to succeed in law school, but who showed promise to fulfill the
institution's goals in more selfless ways.

V. Conclusion
In the introduction to this paper, I recalled the events of the
2005 BLSA 3L send-off, when I developed the questions that guided
this study. I conclude by mentioning a similar occurrence during
the 2006 3L send-off. As if to confirm that the issues I perceived still
existed, the BLSA member who received the superlative award,
"most likely to change the world," sheepishly admitted in her
acceptance speech that she had accepted an offer with the New York
office of a firm specializing in corporate litigation.
It would not be fair for me to neglect to mention my own
sheepish admission. After all, my own law school experiences and
career plans also contributed to the inspiration for this paper. I, too,
accepted an offer with the Washington, D.C. firm where I was a
summer associate. In retrospect, I count myself among the black
law students who assumed that my interest in pursuing a social
change agenda would be cultivated and directed at HLS, but lacked
the focus and motivation to ensure that this would happen. I regret
that I did not actively seek out a community supportive of social
change work, especially as experiences in my last year of law school
have convinced me of the value of supportive networks for the
maintenance of public interest commitment. It was only through a
series of clinical placements during my 3L year (with the Mississippi
Center for Justice, the New England Innocence Project, and the DCbased race-policy organization, the Advancement Project) that my
faith in the law as a tool for social change was renewed through
seeing it applied to real-life problems. I now agree much more than
I once did with the view of a recent HLS graduate I interviewed
who is pursuing a social change career:
I think both law school and clerking have often been discouraging
in the sense they allow you to see what is not possible. There
were people I knew in law school who chose to deal with that by
abandoning or rejecting the law altogether. My personal point of
view is that although the system is often stacked against the
people that those of us in the public interest are trying to aid,
those people are stuck with the current system for now. To
abandon the law, or to give up on it as a potential vehicle for
change, is to abandon those people-at least in the short-term.
Although I'm happy to talk about broader, more sweeping
reforms that may reach beyond the present legal system or that
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aim to change the whole paradigm, I think it's important to
pursue both tracks simultaneously, so people in need now don't
languish away, and for whom a complete system overhaul will
likely come too late.
Still, this realization may have come too late for me. Ideally according to the views of Houston and Wilkins, the goals of HLS,
and the theory of structural mobility as an ideal approach to
admissions - more black students should be admitted with the
frame of mind described above, rather than relying, like I did, on
HLS to direct them to use their legal training for social good.
According to these goals, HLS should admit fewer students like
myself (who are social change-oriented but without solid plans for
their careers) and more like the black students I interviewed who
have remained committed to social change work since their
admission to HLS.
This study and previous research suggest that changes at the
admissions level could increase the percentage of black HLS
graduates who pursue social change careers. To accomplish the
institutional goal of admitting students who have an authentic and
durable interest in social change work, admissions officers could
scrutinize applications for a history of commitment to social change
or public interest (however the institution defines these things) and
a demonstrated commitment to working for the public good -rather
than just an expressed interest in doing so. Perhaps HLS could
consider favoring applicants who have not assimilated as well as
others to previous environments, but have successfully charted their
own paths. This indicates the ability to maintain a commitment to
social change in a law school environment that is not as supportive
of this agenda as it is of others. It would also be effective for
admissions officers to place value on factors such as personal
experience with discrimination and injustice (like that of the student
I interviewed in this study whose uncle is in prison), which could
predict the strength and permanency of a social change
commitment.
Alternatively (or in addition to changes in admission), HLS
should implement pedagogical changes to nurture, rather than
stifle, the interest in social change among black students who arrive
less than completely dedicated to it. This could be accomplished
through the exposure of students to real-life efforts to use the law
for social change through mandatory clinical work, and the
encouragement of normative arguments that allow discussion of
race, class, and other social context. Students should be encouraged
to explore what is possible through the law in addition to what is
not possible, so that any interest in social change they bring to law
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school is nurtured rather than neglected.
This study also confirms that the law school classroom is not
the only environment that exerts influence over the resilience of
students' social change commitment. Students who maintained
commitments to social change work emphasized the important of a
culture of service and a subculture that supports idealism, not just in
the classroom, but also as a programmatic commitment. Ideally,
HLS should continue to work toward presenting public interest
work as a traditional career path rather than an eccentric one that
requires special motivation and effort. If unrealistic to accomplish
this for the entire student body, HLS should supplement OPIA and
the Law Income Protection Plan with more formal subcultures
supportive of social change work. These formal subcultures can be
targeted at students who have expressed a commitment to social
change work, and can hold students accountable by conditioning
scholarships or financial aid on the pursuit of such work after
graduation. Institutions with public service-related missions similar
to HLS's have implemented such programs, which often provide
scholarships or tuition assistance in conjunction with activities
designed to support public interest work or mandatory postgraduation public interest work.
For example, the Root Tilden Program at New York University
School of Law is intended to supplement the traditional law school
curriculum by nurturing the development of students who are
committed to using their skills for public service. The Program
awards scholarships to students who intend to pursue careers in
public service, and those who do work in public service for at least
ten years after their graduation are not obligated to repay their
scholarships. Students admitted to the program (approximately 8
each year) are required to participate in activities including an
orientation, monthly meetings, and social activities throughout the
139
year and are required to complete two public interest internships.
Similarly, the Georgetown Public Interest Law Scholars
Program ("PILS") is designed for law students who want to dedicate
most or all of their careers to public service. PILS provides financial
scholarships, enriched educational opportunities, career counseling
and summer employment stipends to students committed to
practice law in the public interest.
Each scholar receives a
scholarship worth up to one third of annual tuition, and must make
a commitment to spend much of his or her career in public interest
law or to donate to the program an amount equal to the value of the
scholarship. During law school, scholars are assigned faculty
139. New York School of Law Office of Admissions website,
http://www.law.nyu.edu/depts/admissions/info/jd/rtk.html.
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advisors and practicing public interest mentors. The traditional law
school curriculum is supplemented for these scholars by an
introductory seminar on public interest law and the requirement
that scholars fulfill the school's writing requirement by writing on a
topic related to public interest. Each scholar receives a stipend to
to
support a summer of public interest employment and is required
40
perform uncompensated public service during the school year1
A similar program would be valuable to HLS students who are
as open to public interest/social change careers as they are to
private sector careers upon admission to law school, but fall short of
being sufficiently motivated to pursue these careers without
supportive subcultures. These programs offer a counterpoint to the
message students receive from the dominant law school culture,
which presents private sector employment as the norm. The
professional development they offer could provide students with
what many students in this study expressed that they expected to
find in law school - guidance about available careers and inspiration
to use their law degrees in a way that reflects their pre-law school
interests and values. This guidance provides at least a partial
solution to the problem of the student who is interested in social
change but has not identified a particular niche, or is not enough of
a "go getter" to independently seek out the resources and guidance
to pursue such a career.
As mentioned above, this study did not explore the role of
educational debt in students' career decisions. However, it is highly
plausible that the high cost of legal education plays a role in shaping
students' career aspirations. For example, study results suggesting
that many black students began HLS without strong social change
commitments leave open the possibility that their awareness of debt
before law school inhibits the development of a solid commitment
to pursue a social change career. In other words, if not for the
awareness of the exorbitant cost of a law degree, it is possible that
some of the many black students who planned careers at corporate
firms from the moment of their acceptance to HLS would have
planned otherwise. Indeed, focus group participants who did not
plan social change careers did mention income and financial
security with some frequency. It is fair to assume that debt may
have contributed to their assessment of which career they could
afford to pursue.
Programs to reduce or eliminate debt could contribute to a law
school environment that is supportive of social change work, which
research has suggested is an important factor affecting public
140. Georgetown University Public Interest Law Scholars Program website, available
at www.georgetown.edu/clinics/pils.
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interest or social change commitment. The programs discussed
above, in addition to creating a supportive environment for students
committed to public service, also relieve them of the burdens
associated with educational debt (so long as they actually choose
public interest careers). The role of educational debt and debtreduction programs in driving the career decisions of black law
students is deserving of further research.
The changes to admission, legal pedagogy, and institutional
culture suggested in this paper are important from the perspective
that black lawyers have a unique role in society, which HLS should
support. But HLS also has an independent interest in the messages
it sends to society with its admission decisions and in the rates at
which its students -black and all others -satisfy the intuition's lofty
goals for the role of its graduates. While this study focused
exclusively on HLS for practical reasons, HLS is not unique among
law schools in its mission, pedagogy, institutional culture, or
admissions criteria. I hope the results of this study provide the
starting point for an analysis of the role HLS and other law schools
can play in affecting the character and commitments of the black
bar -which in turn has the potential to play a much needed role in
society.
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